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Abstract 

This study examined the relationship between early adolescents' perceived school goal 

for learning and perceived positive teacher-student and peer relationships with their personal 

achievement goals, feelings of belongingness and their psychological and academic adjustment 

in schoo!. The study also examined the role that students' personal achievement goals, feelings ol 

belongingness play in mediating the liaison between perceptions of the school environment, and 

school related beliefs, affect and achievement. 

Three hundred eighty eight early adolescents of two upper primary schools were 

included in the study. Survey scales were employed to collect the data. Series of multiple 

regression analyses and path model coefficients depicted that perceived school goals and positive 

teacher-student and peer relationships predicted the adoption of personal goals and feelings of 

belongingness in school respectively. 

Personal mastery goals and feelings of belongingness mediated the positive effects ol 

perceived school mastelY goals on academic selfejficacy and positive school affect. Similarly 

personal peJiormance approach and personal peJiormance avoidance goals mediated the effects 

of perceived school peliormance approach and performance avoidance goals on feelings ol 

academic self-consciousness. Feelings of school belongingness mediated the positive eflec/s ol 

perceived positive teacher-student relationship and positive peer relationship on academic sell: 

efficacy and positive affect in schoo!' 

Feelings of academic self-efficacy and positive affect in school were positively related to 

achievement (as described by semester academic average scores). However, feelings of 

academic self-consciousness were negatively related to achievement and mediated the negative 

effects ol personal performance avoidance goals. Yet no evidence was obtained for other 

psychological variables to mediate the effect ol personal goals andfeelings of belongingness on 

academic achievement. Finally, the results disclosed that both the perceived cognitive and 

affective aspects of school environment significantly affected early adolescents ' psychological 

and academic adjustment (details are presented in the result section). 
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CHAPTER-I 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 

The theoretical framework for conceptualizing students' moti vation in school. expectancy 

model , proposes that individuals' achievement motivation is composed of three components 

(Pintrich & DeGroot, 1990). The first is an expectancy component, which represents individuals' 

beliefs about their abi lity to carryon the task (efficacy bel iefs). The second is a value component, 

which embodies individuals' goals and beliefs about the importance and interest of the task. The 

third is an emotional reaction to the task. The model also presumes that these motivational and 

learning components have to be intricately interwoven in a way that tune and bear influence on 

one another. 

In a social cognitive achievement motivation, this model bears the implication that 

students academic achievement motivation alone is not sufficient for successful academic 

performance (Blumenfeld ,Pintrich Meece and Wessels, 1982). Students ' perceptions of the 

c1assroom/ school wide/ achievement setting, their individual goal ori entations, and beliefs abo ut 

learning are all relevant to cognitive engagement and academic performance (Ames & Archer, 

1988). Supporting the forgoing contention Guay, Boivin and Hodges (1999) and Wentzel. ( 1999) 

highlighted that non cognitive factors such as affective dispositions, feelings, attitudes, interests 

and motivations constitute situations that enhance or impede students' cognitive achievement. 

The above researchers and theorists seem to suggest that students need to have both the 

will and skill to be successful in academic achievement settings . The basic tenet of the forgoing 

approach is that if one wish to bring about change in students motives, both the affect ive and 

cognitive aspects of it have to be paid due attention. With regard to school si tuation. these 



contentions have the implication that percei ved schools achievement settings (both the affecti ve 

and cognitive) have the potential to either foster or impair students' achievement moti ves. 

During the early ado lescence years, school plays an important ro le in faci litating or 111 

inhibi ti ng successful ado lescent deve lopment (Roeser, Midgley and Urdan, 1996; Carnegie Counci l 

on adolescent development cited in Roeser et ai, 1996). School potentiall y prov ides earl y ado lescents 

with the opportunity to deve lop their intellectual capac ities, to experi ence a sense of competence and 

belongi ng and to interact with supportive non-parental adults (Wentze l, 1998; Solomon, 1996; 

Wentze l, 1999; Ames, 1992; Ames and Archer, 1988 ; Wentzel , 1989; Butler, 1987). 

Earl y ado lescence is a time of change and transition (W igfi eld, Eccles. and Mc Iver 

Reuman and Midgley, 199 1). These changes reflect a growing psychological and emotional 

dependence and a corresponding dependence on positi ve peer and teacher-student relationships to 

establi sh and maintain positive perceptions of the self (Eccles and Midgley, 1989). There is an 

increasing recognition among scholars that ch ildren's overall adjustment and success at school 

requires willingness and abi lity to meet social as well as academic challenges. 

The goals for education held by teachers and school administrators refl ect desi res for 

children to develop social and academic competences as well as inte ll ectual sk ill s (Bong. 200 I: 

Weiner, 1979). Moreover, students try to achieve soc ially appropriate and academic goals at 

school (Ames and Archer 1989, Meece, Blumenfeld and Hoyle, 1988; Solomon, 1996). Each 

day at schoolchildren work to maintain and establi sh interpersona l relati onshi ps, stri ve to de ve lop 

social identiti es and a sense of belonging, observe and model standards for performances 

displayed by others and are rewarded for behavi ng in ways that are va lued by teachers and peers. 

Quite often, chi ldren who succeed in these soc ial endeavors are also the most successful students 

in their academic pursuit (Wentze l, 1999; Wentzel, 1998; Schunk, Hanson and Cox. 1987, Guay, 

et. ai , 1999). 
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Unfortunately, just when ado lescents are particularly in need for these opportuni ties, the 

school environment may fail to provide them (Eccles and Middgley 1989). At a time when 

adolescents are known to be sensiti ve abo ut how they appear to others, schools emphasize 

relative ability and social comparison in learni ng situation (Midgley, Anderman and Hicks, cited 

in Roeser, etal, 1996). And at a time when ado lescents are particularly in need of supportive 

rel ationships with adults outside the home, the quality of relationships with teachers and peers is 

less than optimal (Wentzel, 1997; Wentzel , 1998; Ames and Archer, 1988; Guay, eta/. 1999). 

Researchers assert that problems that ari se early in children's school careers pred ict school 

drop out, fa ilure, and di ssati sfaction (Ames 1992a, Butler, 1987; Jagacinski and Nicholl s. 1987). 

Of particular concern is that young adolescent who does not enjoy posi ti ve, supportive 

relationships with teachers and peers are often at ri sk for academic motivation and achievement. 

Early adolescent's perceptions of the goals for learning, which is emphas ized in the school 

(Roeser, et.al 1996; Ames, 1992), and perceived positive teacher- students' relationship and 

positive peer relationship (Guay, et. ai, 1999; Roeser et. ai , 1996) relate to both adapti ve and 

maladaptive patterns of academic motivation and achievement. 

In Ethiopia, students' poor academic perfo rmance, low retention rate and dropouts are 

freq uently reported by researchers Tekeste, Alemtsehay, Syum (c ited in Assefa. 1998; I-Iabtamu. 

1999). Moreover, these problems are often attributed to school motivational environments. This 

low retention rate, dropouts and poor academic performance in school in turn suggest great 

wastage to the country. 

According to various sources, the different components of school environment such as 

teachers, peers, various interactions (Roeser, et al 1996; Wentzel, 1998) and goals for learning 

(mastery vs performance -both the approach and the avoidance) are important factors in students' 

achi evement motivation and school performance (Ames 1992, Ames and Ames, 1984). 
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Brand, Feiner, Shim, Seitsi nger and Dumas, (2003) argued that the soc ial and academic 

environment of the educational setting might have a profound and pervas ive impact on the 

academic and social adaptation of the students and student's perceptions of the school 

environment are strongly associated with both their academic adaptation and ach ievement and 

thei r socio-emotional and behavioral adjustment in school. 

Students' perceptions of support and caring fro m teachers and positive peer relations in 

school context and various tasks in school are some of the school related factors assoc iated to 

students' achievement motives and subsequent performance (Guay, et. ai, 1999; Murdock, 1999; 

Wentzel, 1997). 

The above-summari zed studies seem to suggest that school adjustment and 

achievement are important for adolescents' continued engagement with school gene ral well being 

and fu ture opportunities. Yet few studies have addressed how students' perceptions of the 

different aspects of the school enviroru11ent (the goa l and relationship aspects) are related to 

moti va tion and achievement during early adolescent years when it comes to the Ethiopian 

situation. Furthermore, no adequate research has looked at how perceived school rel ati ons and 

goals for learning are linked to students' personal goal adoption, perceived academic competence, 

fee lings of academic self-consciousness, school affect and subsequent academic achievement 

both in abroad and here in Ethiopia. 

Thus study of students' perceptions of the social and academic environment in school 

setting may help us to understand the ways in which these developmental settings serve as 

contexts that shape studenets' learni ng, achievement and psychologica l adj ustment. 

Understanding how these particular aspects of school environment relates to both adaptive and 

maladaptive patterns of earl y adolescents' academic motivation and achievement seems to be of 

4 



paramount importance and study of such re lationsh ips 111 school setting having yet to be 

undertaken . 

Therefo re, thi s study focuses on how early ado lescents' percept ions of the goals fo r lea rnin g, 

which are emphasized in their schoo l (task mastery vs. performance app roach and performance 

avoidance school goal). In add ition it looks into how students' perceptions of peer and teacher

student relati onships rel ate to their pe rsonal goal adoption, feelings of school belonging, beliefs about 

their academic efficacy, affect to ward schoo l and academ ic achievement. 

It, therefore, would be imperative to note that this study hi ghlights onl y on stud ents' 

percept ions of their schoo l wide environment (i.e. students' perceptions of the schoo l goal structure 

and positive teacher-student and positive peer relationship). It does not focus on the obj ecti ve 

environmental reality because it is fe lt that studen ts' percept ions of schoo l en viron ment play more 

impOltant role in students' feel ings of be longing and personal goa l adoption process (A mes, 1992; 

Maehr and Midgley, 1991). 

The study focused both on how the perceived goal and re lationship aspects o f schoo l 

environment independent ly relate to ea rly ado lescents ' psycholog ica l and academic outcomes: and 

the role that students ' personal goa l adoption and fee ling of relatedness play to link students' 

perceptions of the school environment with their psychological and behavioral outcomes. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem 

Studies on associations between students' perceptions of the goals emphasized in school 

and their personal goal adoption, school relatedness and early ado lescents' psycho logica l and 

academic adjustment and subsequent achievement is so scant. However, ex peri ence and 

observati on of the existing school environment and status of students' academ ic ach ievement 

indicate the ex istence of problematic s ituation in the schoo l under study. Hence, in an effo rt to 

address/examine/ the aforementioned prob lems thi s study was setup on 
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a) Studies that take the soc ial cognitive achievement goa l perspecti ve to understand the qua lity of 

students' achievement motivation (Ames, 1992, Maehr and Midg ley, 199 1; Dweck and Leggett, 1988 ; 

Roeser, et ai , 1996), and 

b) Considered co nstructs fro m resea rch that stressed on the assoc iations am ong tric hotomous 

achievement goa l orientations, peer re lationships, teacher-student re lati onships, and feel ings of 

belong ing in schoo l and adolescents' academic motivation and behavior (Roeser, et.a l, 1996; Wentze l, 

1989; Wentzel , 1997). The intention here was to exa mine how the perce ived goa ls and the 

re lationship aspects of the schoo l environment are related to early ado lesce nts' persona l goa l adoption 

and psychologica l and academic adjustment during these years. 

To this end model s used by Roese r, et.al ( 1996) ; and Wentzel ( 1998); Wentze l ( 1999); Guay, 

et.al ( 1999) Vande Wale ,Cron & Slocum Jr. (2001) are adopted. 

In an attempt to exa mine the d irect and indirect re lati ons betwee n the variab les identifi ed, the 

fo ll owi ng hypotheses were formulated based on the two model s be low. 

~ Perceived school ------~ 
context 

Mastery goal 
structure 

Performance 
approach goal 
structure 

Performance 
avoidance goal 
structure 

Teacher- student 
relationship 

Peer relationship 

Persona l Gon l 
adoptions 

Mastery goals 

Performance 
approach 

Performance 
avoidance 
goal 

~ Psychological 
outcomes 

(Se lf-be liefs and emot ions) 

Academic se lf-
e ffi cac\' 

Academic 
sell' 

Posi ti ve school 
afteet 

Figure- I ; A model portrayi ng the variables considered and tbe hypothes ized di rections for the fi rst se l of 
med iationa l re lationship. 
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I . Perceived school mastery goa l is positive pred ictor of personal mastery goa ls and feelings of 

belonging. 

2. Perceptions of performance approach goal in school is positive predictor of perso nal performance 

approach goal. 

3. Perceptions of schoo l perfo rmance avoidance goal are posit ive predictor of personal performance 

avoidance goal. 

4. Perceptions of positive teacher-student relationships and peer relationships are positive predictors 

of students ' feel ing of school belongingness. 

5. Personal mastery goals and feelings of school belongingness mediate positive e ffects of perceived 

schoo l mastery goa l on academic se lf-efficacy and pos iti ve school affects. 

6. Personal performance approach goal mediates positive effects of perce ived school performance 

approach on feelings of academic se lf-consc iousness. 

7. Personal pe rformance avo idance goa l mediates positive effects o f perceived school 

performance avoidance goal on feelings of academ ic se lf-consciousness. 

8. Feelings of sc hool belongingness mediate pos iti ve effects of perceived positive teac her-student 

re lat ionships and peer relationships on academic se lf- efficacy and pos itive sc hool affect. 

Outcomes Personal Goal 
adoptions -------.~ Psychological -------.~ Beha vior 

Mastery goals 

Performance 
approach 
goats 

Perforrnan cc 
avo idance 
goal 

Feelings or 
belonging 

Academic self· 

Academic 
self
consciousness 

Posi tive school 

__ ------1..,~1 alke! 
L--___ -----' 

Academ ic 
Achievement 

Figurc-2: A Illodel portraying the variables considered and the hypothesized directions tor the second SCI ofmcdiational relationship. 
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9. Students personal mastery goals and feelings of belongingness are positi vely related to 

students ' academic achievement and thi s relation are mediated thro ugh students' feelings of 

academic self-efficacy and positive school affect respecti vely. 

10. Students' personal performance approach goals and personal performance avoidance 

achievement goals are negati vely related to their academic achievement with these relati ons 

mediated through fee lings of academic se lf-co nsciousness. 

1.3. Justifications and Significance of the Study 

For early adolescents the school offers opportunities to learn new info rmation and widen 

their social contact. Early adolescence is a time of changes and transit ion. These changes refl ect a 

growing psychological and emotional independence, which in turn influence their academic 

achievement. Hence, it is not easy for early adolescents in school to cope up with their new 

behavioral manifestation and adjust themselves to the environment around schools. Many school 

environment related variables the most important of which are perceived school goal structu re . 

perceived peer relationship and perceived teacher-student relationshi ps may facili tate or inhi bi t 

early adolescents' success in their schoolwork. 

Thus examining the relations among early adolescents' perceptions of goal s fo r learni ng, 

perceived peer relationship and teacher-student relationships and their psychological academi c 

achievement in schools is justifiable for its practical implication. Hence, the study has the 

following specific significances. 

I. Study of students ' perceptions of the social and academic environment in school sett ing may 

help us to understand the ways in which these developmenta l settings serve as contexts that 

shape students' learning, achievement and psychological adjustment. 
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2. Understanding how this particular aspect of school environment relates to both adaptive and 

maladapti ve patterns of early ado lescents ' academic motivati on and achievemen t will be 

helpful to suggest some of the ways by which school can help facilitate earl y adolescents' 

adoption of adaptive patterns of cognition affect and subsequent academic achievement In 

school settings. 

1.4. Specific Objectives of the Study 

The study has the following specific objecti ves 

1. It tries to shade light on how early adolescents' perceived goals for learning and percei ved peer 

relationship and teacher· student relationship relate to their personal achievement goa l 

adoption and their feelings of belonging in school respectively, and to thei r subsequent 

academic achievement. 

2. It tries to provide further evidence on how personal goals and belongingness mediate earl y 

adolescents' perceived goals for learning and percei ved pos itive peer relationship and 

teacher· student relationship to the ir psychological outcomes and their subsequent academic 

achievement. 

3. It highlights on the process through which the cognitive and affective aspects of perceived 

motivational aspects of school environments independently and jointly affect students' 

psycholog ical and academic achievement. 

4. It also suggests ways by which school environment can help facilitate earl y ado lescents · 

adoption of adapti ve patterns of cognitions, affect (psychological adjustment) and subseq uent 

academic achievement in school setting. 
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1.5. Operational Definition of Terms 

Academic Achievemellt : - students' semester average result (score) in the core subj ects offered in 

upper primary school. 

School Envirollment: - perceived goa ls for learning and peer and teache r student-relationships that 

students in upper primary schoo l experience in their school .. 

Perceptions: - feelings and attitudes formed and expressed by early ado lescents about school goa ls 

for learning and quality of peer and teacher- student re lationship in their schoo l 

context. 

Psychological Adjustment: - students' feeling that th ey belong to their schoo l, their ex pectat ions, and 

confidence in their abi lity to learn , the ir be lief that they can learn. 

Early Adolescent: - schoo l children at about the age of 13- 15. 

Feelings of Belonging: - Early adolescents' feeling that they are accepted and loved by their peers, 

that teachers are supportive and caring and their belief that they are valued and are 

active participants in all aspects of the learning process in schoo l. 

Academic Se((-Efficacy: - Earl y ado lescents' beliefs that they can master or learn the subj ects offered 

(taught to them) in school if they are g iven enough time and exe rted enough effo rt. 

Positive affect: - Early adolescents' feelings that they are happy, proud and feel good aboul one 

self and school learning. 

Mastery goal structure: - students perception that the school emphasizes effort, understand ing and 

a belief that all students can learn . 

Performance approach goal structure: - students ' perception that school emphasizes relative 

ability, and reward as a marker of success and that higher achieving students are 

treated better than others are. 
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Performance avo idance goal structure: - students' perception that relative abi lity is salien t, the 

importance of performance evaluation is emphasized to the exte nt that it 

minimizes the like lihood of success in schoo lwo rk. 

1.6. Delimitation of the Study 

It is important to note that the generali zability of the results of thi s study is delimited to earl y 

adolescents of Bonga and Wush Wush upper primary schoo ls in Kaffa zone. Literatu res a lso 

suggest that, schoo l env ironment influences students' motivati ons through its po li c ies and practices 

(ex ist ing environmental rea lities). Yet thi s study investi gated the re lat ionship between ind ividual 

students' perceptions of schoo l context, motivat ional patte rns and subseq uent acade mic outcomes 

rather than the link between students' perceptions and schoo l polic ies and practices. It is al so be li eved 

that the psycholog ica l variabl es considered in thi s study can be related to such oth er variabl es as task 

persistence, cho ice of tasks, learning strateg ies, students' prior achi evement goal s, sex and soc io

econom ic statu s. 

Therefore, future longitudinal study is needed to determ ine the generalizability of the 

results with other age groups and to examine the link between the variables in the study and these 

other variables. 

1.7. Limitations 

The data in the present study we re co rrelat ional that defi ni ti ve conc lusion about causa lity 

cannot be d,-awn . Therefore , future research is needed to determine the causa l direction of the 

re lationships between the var iab les. 
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CHAPTER-II 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. General Overview of School Environment 

School environment is defined as a social environment of a setting or learning environment 

111 which students have different experiences depending upon standards set by teachers and 

administrators (Moos, 1979). Moose further proposed that school environment embrace the 

following impoI1ant components: 

Personal growth or goal orientation, which includes the personal development and self

enhancement of all members of the environment. 

Relationship, which includes involvement, affiliation with others in schools and teacher 

support. 

The extent of future economiC, social and cultural development of a given nat ion 

(society) is greatly determined by the degree of intellectual development of the young generation. 

This intellectual development is again determined by the skill, competence, knowledge and 

behavior that young children acquire in schools. As a result, psychologists and educators have 

long been interested in understanding how students learn better. Furthermore, they disclosed that 

the extent of the attainment of these qualities by students is considerably influenced by different 

cognitive and psychological (affective) factors in schools (Schunk, Hanson and Cox 1987, 

Jagacinski and Nicholl s, 1987; Butler, 1987; Wentzel 1989; Ames and Archer, 1988; Ames, 

1992; Wentzel, 1999; and Roeser, Deci and Ryan, 1985 cited in Roeser, et .al , 1996) 

Within educational psychology, social and cognitive views of motivation that emphasize 

how students derive meaning from their experience in achievement setting have ga ined 

increasing prominence (Ames and Archer; 1988; Ames, 1992a; Butler, 1987; Roeser, et.al , 1996). 
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The first approach focuses on aspects of the learning environment that relate to the goals that 

students adopt in a given academic setting as they strive for competence (Ames, 1992b; 

Jagac inski and Nicholls, 1987; Butler, 1987; Meece, Blumenfeld and Hoyle, 1988 ; Shell , Murphy 

and Bruning, 1989; Ames and Archer, 1988 ; Roeser, et.al , 1996). The second approach advocates 

the relations between aspects of the learning environment and students' sense of relatedness 

(belongingness) in school contexts ( Roeser, et.al, 1996; Schunk, Hanson and Cox, 1987; Guay, 

Boivin and Hodges, 1999;Wentzel , 1998). 

These studies seem to contend that the way success and fa ilure is defined , feeli ngs of 

school belonging, positive peer relations; and care and support from teachers have been 

associated with school moti vation and expectancies for academic success. Students attend to 

school activities concerning how successful learning is defined and the way teachers; peers and 

other professionals in school interact with and relate to students. Thus, perceptions of such school 

environment in turn shape students' own school related beliefs, affect and behavior. 

2.2. Perceived School Achievement Goal Dimension 

2.2.1. The Nature and Background of Achievement Goals Theory 

Goals are broadly defined as specific representation of what the individuals wo uld like to 

achieve, spurring individuals to action and directing their behavior (Ames, 1992; Dweck and 

Leggett 1988). More specifically, achievement goal concerns the reasons why indi viduals are 

engaged in certain achievement behavior. When defined in th is way, achievement goals relate to 

more than what students hope to gain from specific actions. Instead, achievement goals pertain to 

the reasons underlying students' behaviors and desire to achieve. It is concerned with the purpose 

of achievement behavior integrating both cognitive and affective components to defi ne the 
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different ways or patterns of approaching, engaging in and responding to achievement activit ies 

(Ames, 1992; Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Nicholls 1984). Consequentl y, achievement goals are 

viewed as an organized system theory, or schema for approaching, engaging and evaluating one ' s 

perfo rmance in achievement context (Pintrich 200 I). 

Achievement goa l theory proposes that the ways in whi ch individual ass ign meanings to 

achievement situations affect their motivation, considering questions that revo lve around what 

people strive for and what success and fa ilure means. While differe nt individ ual s may be 

moti vated by the same goal, the goal may hold quite different meaning and thus result in different 

motivational patterns and the goals individuals are pursuing create the framework with which 

they interpret and react to events in achievement situations (Nicholl s, 1984; Ames& Ames, 1984; 

Elliot and Dweck, 1988). 

A major tenet of achievement goal theory is that individuals wi ll be predi sposed to 

mastery and performance goa l (both the approach and the avoidance) ori entations as a result of 

sociali zation experiences includ ing interaction with peers, teachers, and significant others in their 

acti vities. These orientations will subsequently influence whether individual wi ll adopt mastery 

goals or performance goa ls (both approach and avo idance) in a specific situation. More 

specificall y, the prevailing motivational environment perceived by individuals affects their 

adoption of achievement goals, i.e. motivational environment created by peers, teachers and 

anyone who has the potential for influencing individuals form an important and powerful 

influence on their motivation. In bri ef, the nature of the goal state, i.e. levels of mastery goal. 

performance approach goal & avoidance goal that is adopted in a spec ific ach ievement setting 

will be determined by individuals' preference (goal orientation) and situational cues of 

motivational environment (Weiner, 1979; Phillips and Gu lly, 1997). 
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When it comes to the school context, achievement goal theory has the implication that the 

types of school wide pedagogical practices and policies that students experi ence in schoo l 

envirorunent influence students' adoption of personal goal orientation in that part icu lar 

achievement setting (Weiner, 1979; Ames and Archer, \988). Students' goal orientation may be 

influenced by the motivational environments that are created by what teachers and sign ificant 

others say and do in school setting. 

2.2.2. Achievement Motivational Goal Orientations 

The term goal orientation is often used to represent how students ' achievement goals 

direct their behaviors and orient them to view academic contexts in a particul ar light. It, 

therefore, is defined as an individuals' difference variable that states to what degree an ind ividual 

is predisposed to either type of goals (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Elliot, Dweck, 1988). 

Achievement goal orientations, therefore, are presumed to differ as a function of situational 

demands as well as to vary across individuals. The goal orientation theory is a qualitat ive rather 

than quantitative conception of motivation. Rather than focusing on the level of moti vation, the 

foc us is on the goal or purposes that are perceived for achievement motivation (Ames, 1992). 

The role of students' motivations and beliefs in the learning process has recei ved increased 

attention in recent decades (Weiner, 1979, Gottfried, Fleming and Gottried, 200 I) .In particular; 

researchers have focused on students' academic goal orientations (Pintri ch & Schunk, 1996). A 

series of studies and research programs have addressed the nature and structure of students' goal 

orientations (Ames & Archer, 1988 , Dweck, 1986, Maehr & Midgley, 199 1, Nicholl s, 1984, 

Pintrich, 2000); the impact of these goals on students motivation and lea rning ( Pintrich & De 

Groot, 1990 ) ; as well as factors that contribute to the adoption o f particular goals ( Ames, 1992; 
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What is more is that, distinction has to be made between two varying forms of 

performance goals so that one can distinguish students' desire to achieve in order to be looked 

upon favorably (i.e. an approach I self enhancing orientation) from their desire to achieve in 

order to avoid appearing incompetent (i.e. an avoidance Ise lf defeating orientation). 

2.2.3.1. Mastery Goals Orientation 

Mastery goal orientation is defined as the degree to which the individual is predisposed to 

preferring mastery-oriented goal (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Dweck, 1989; I-Iafsteinsson, 2002). 

Students who are mastery oriented are concerned with increas ing their competence and mastering 

what they are dealing with. Since their focus is on learning and mastering certain ski ll s these 

students are likely to evaluate their performance relati ve to their own previous achievements and 

measure success in terms of personal progress (Gottfried, Fleming and Gottfried; Butler, 1987; 

Wentzel, 1989; Pintrich, 2000; Midgley,Kaplan and Middleton, 2001 , Nicholls, 1984). Thus , 

challenging tasks become an opportunity for growth and learning. 

The emphasis on learning along with the sense of control makes these students likely to 

set challenging tasks independent perceptions of their abili ties (Phillips and Gully, 1997). 

Furthermore, mastery oriented students see effort as a means to success and are , therefore, likely 

to be persistent when facing challenges on their way to achievement (Elliot and Church, 1997). 

These students tend to perceive negative feedback as valuable information on how to improve 

and they treat failure as a learning experience not as a sign of insufficient ability (Dweck and 

Leggett, 1988) 
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2.2.3.2. Performance Approach Goal Orientation 

Performance approach goa l orientation refers to the degree to wh ich the indi vid ual is 

predisposed to setting performance approach oriented goals. Achievement goal theo ri sts have 

pointed out that students with performance approach oriented goals are concerned with being 

perceived or judged as competent and with gain ing favorable judgments. They tend to adopt 

normative standards of success, i.e. they evaluate their performance relative to others (Ames and 

Archer, 1988; Butler, 1987; Meece, et.al , 1988; Wentzel 1989; Jagacinski and Nicholls, 1987; 

Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Hafseinsson, 2002; Nicholls, 1984). Students show evidence of ability 

by being successful , by out performing others or by achieving success with little effort and are 

likely to show limited persistence in the face of failure and a tendency to be di sturbed when 

difficulty at a task is encountered. 

However, recent researchers advocate that performance approach goal orientation IS 

grounded in self-regulation that is based on attainment of positive outcomes i.e. superior 

performance compared with others and its adoption is predicted by need for better achievement 

and high competence expectancies (Ell iot and Harakiewicz, 1996). Hence approach performance 

goals leads to involvement based on competition and trying harder to do better than others, the 

overall effect being an increase in involvement in the task with a variety of positive outcomes 

including higher grades. 

2.2.1.3. Performance A voidance Goal Orientation 

Performance avoidance goal orientation is defined as the extent to which the indi vidual is 

predisposed to setting performance avoidance oriented goal. Students with performance 

avoidance goal orientation are concerned with avoid ing lack of competence or look ing stupid or 
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inferior (Phillips and Gully, 1997; E lliot, McGregor & Gable, 1999). Performance avo idance goal 

orientation is grounded in self-regulation that is based on avoiding potential negative outcomes. 

As compared to performance app roach goa ls, avo idance goals are l11 0re likely to produce 

cogniti ve sensitiv ity to negative sti mul i, anxiety abo ut negative poss ibiliti es to ex plore and avoid the 

l11ultiple potentially negative outcome paths (M iddleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al , 1999) . 

Performance avoidance goal orientation has the implication that when students pursue or 

perceive performance avoidance goa ls, they use strategies that protect the ir self worth 

(Covington, 1992) and self-handicapping strategies (Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot et.al, 

1999; Pintrich, 2000) . These involve purposefully withdrawing effort- procrastinating or fooling 

around with friends instead of studying so that if subsequent performance is low, those 

circumstances rather than lack of abi li ty will be seen as the causes. They may also fee l anxious 

about tests and evaluation, fearing that they might reveal a lack of ability. 

2.2.4. Certain Issues with the Goal Orientation Construct 

In the course of defining and setting goal orientation construct and its relation to goal 

adoption process, there has been a debate and confusion among researchers in the area on two 

crucial issues. The first is the dimensionality of the construct (whether it is two or three 

dimensional); and the second is whether goal ori entation is a stable personality trait 

(di spositional) or situationally induced (Hafsteinssen, 2002, N icholls 1984; Pintrich. 2000 ; 

Vandwalle, et.a l, 200 1; Midgley, Kaplan and Middleton, 200 1). 

This confusion and debate abo ut stability of goal orientation seems to stem from the 

fo llowing important issues. " What leads individuals in the same situation to fa vor performance 

goa ls (both approach and avoidance) over mastery goals or vise versa?" and " Why do some 
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individuals focus on the adequacy of their ability whereas others focus on the development of 

their abi lity?" (sternberg ,Conway, Ketron,and Bernstein, 1981). 

Historically, goal orientation has been treated either as a situational variable which can be 

manipulated for the purpose of a given study (Ames and Archer, 1988; Elliot and Dweck 1988; 

Dweck and Leggett, 1988); or as a stable and measured di spositional trait which influence the 

response patterns of individuals across situations (Thorki ldsen, 1988; Nicholls, 1984; 

Hafsteinsson, 2002). 

Furthermore, the literature on the issue of whether to treat goal orientation construct as a 

trait or state spans the whole range of treatments. That is from a highly situational state variab le 

to a domai n state variable (Vandewalle et.al, 200 1) to a trait variable that is somewhat susceptible 

to situational influences (Button et.al, 1996 cited in Hafsteinsson, 2002); and finally stable tra it 

variable (Elliot and Church, 1997). However, study by Carr, Deshon and Dobbins (200 I) 

Breland, (200 1); Donovan and Swander (2000) cited in I-Iafsteinsson (2002) concluded that the 

field favors the situationally influenced trait approach. 

Achievement goal orientation theorists propose that individuals' personal belief (implicit 

conceptions) about the nature of ability is a predictor of their goal orientation. Some indi viduals 

favor what is termed as incremental theory of intelligence (a belief that intelligence (abi lity) is a 

malleable, increasable, controllable quality). Others are inclined towards an entity theory of 

intelligence or abi lity (-a belief that intelligence is a fixed or uncontrollable trait (Nicholls, 1984; 

Steinberg et.al, 1981; Vandewalle, 200 I ; Elliot and Dweck, 1988). Hence, mastery orientations .. 
and performance (both approach and avo idance) goal orientations are associated with di ffe rent 

personal beliefs about abi lity and effort. 
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Individuals who believe that intelligence are increasable trait (a belief that ab ility can be 

developed and that effort is an efficac ious strategy for developing the wherewitha l needed for 

successful task performance); pursue the mastery goal of increasing their abil ity (competence). In 

contrast those who believe intelligence is a fixed entity (i.e. a belief that abil ity is difficult to 

develop and that successfu l task in performance is primarily based on possessing the requisite 

irll1ate ability) are more likely to pursue the performance goal of securing positi ve judgments of 

that entity or preventing negative judgments of it. 

Because ability is perceived as difficult to develop, effort is not seen as a means for 

enhancing task performance. Rather the need to exert effort is interpreted as evidence of low 

ability becallse individuals would not need to struggle so hard to sllcceed if they had high ability 

(Vandewalle, et.al , 2001; Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Hafsteinsson, 2002; Nicholls, 1984; El liot 

and Dweck, 1988; Middleton and Midgley 1997; Elliot, et.al, 1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

Achievement goal theori sts contend that the adoption of mastery ori entations and 

performance goal orientations (both approach and avoidance) is al so contingent on situational 

influences in achievement settings. Mastery goal orientation is more internal , emphasizes inner 

standards and growth towards improvement wi thout much regard for situational influences, while 

performance goal orientations' focus is on demonstrating ability in a given situation. 

Furthermore, the situation determines whether performance goal orientation turns into 

"approach" or "avoidance" goals (Hafstensson, 2002; Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al, 

1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

In addressing this Issue Dweck and Leggett ( 1988), Nicholl s (1984) Ames and Ames 

(1984), Ames (1992) contended that the choice of an individual is determined by the combination 

of situational and dispositional factors. If the situation offers strong cues fa voring one type of 

goal over the other, this is likely to override the individuals' predisposition to some degree 
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(depending on how strong it is) and affect the choice of the goals and individuals' behavior in the 

direction of the situational cues. On the other hand , when the situation offers no cues , the 

disposition will dominate the deci sion making process and be likely to lead to goals that are 

persistent with the individuals' dispositional goal orientation. 

In general, although there seems to be no consensus among theorists regarding the issue of 

whether to consider the goal orientation construct as a trait or state, recently the fi eld seems to 

favor an integration of both entity and incremental theories i. e. recogn ition of present differences 

in relative ability but an emphasis on individual growth in ability over time. Furthermore. 

students' implicit beliefs about ability and situational cues in a given achievement setting will 

predict the type of their achievement goal adoption (i.e. whether they will be oriented toward 

developing their ability, demonstrating, or documenting the adequacy of their abi lity). 

2.2.5. How Achievement Goals Create Different Patterns of Cognition, 

Affect and Behavior? 

Achievement goal theori sts suggest that the goals indi viduals are pursuing to create a 

framework for interpreting and responding to events that occur in achievement situations. Thus, 

the same events may have completely distinct meaning and impact if it occurs within the context 

of mastery goals, performance approach and performance avoidance goals. That is di ffere nt goa l 

orientations lead to unique/different/ response patterns of cognition, affect and behavio rs (Dweck 

and Leggett, 1988; Elliot and Dweck, 1988 ; Roeser, et.al , 1996; Vandwalle, et.al , 200 1; Midgley, 

Kaplan and Middleton, 2001 ; Pintrich, 2000; Elliot, et.al , 1999; Steel-lolmson, Beauregard, 

Hoover and Schmidt, 2000). 
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Individuals adopting the different goals can be seen as approaching a situation wi th 

different concerns, asking different questions and seeking different information. For each 

individual , the data in the s ituation are interpreted in terms of their focal concerns and provide 

information relevant to their question (Dweck and Elliot, 1988; Dweck and Leggett, 1988; 

Nicholls, 1984; Ames, 1992; Elliot, et.al , 1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

The forgoing contentions have the implication that in school settings , students pursue 

different achievement goals depending on their individual needs and competencies or on the 

demands of the achievement situation in schoo l. The sa lience of different goa ls in turn influences 

thei r choices of achievement tasks, personal goal adoption, defi nition and attribution for success 

(Ames and Ames 1984; Wentzel , 1989; Roeser, et.al, 1996; Elliot, et.al , 1999; Middleton and 

Midgley, 1999). Goal orientations, therefore, are presumed to be important mediators and 

determinants of cognitive, affective and behavioral patterns in achievement situation. 

2.2.5.1. Mastery Goals, Cognition, Affect and Behavior 

A mastery goal situation creates a concern with increasing one's abi lity and ex tendi ng 

one's mastery and leads students to pose a question ' what is the best way to increase my ability or 

achieve mastery?' Failure would simply mean that the current strategy may be insufficient to the 

task and may require revision (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Ames, 1992; Roeser, et. al, 1996, 

Nicholls, 1984; Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al , 1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

Mastery oriented students are likely to view effort as a means (strategy) for mastering the 

task (Ames, 1992); believe in the efficacy of effort (Bandura and Schunk, 198 1; Schunk and Cox, 

1986; Ames and Archer, 1988; Hafs teinsson, 2002; Bong, 2001 ). They persist longer, ex hibit an 

adaptive attribution pattern and higher level of efficacy, use a set of deep process ing cogni ti ve 
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strategies. These involve chal lenging the veracity of information encountered and attempting to 

integrate new information with prior knowledge and experience (Pintrich, 2000; Middleton and 

Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al, 1999; Wentzel , 1996; Mac Iver, Stipek and Daniels, 1991; Bouffard, 

Boisvert Vezeau and Larouche, 1995). 

Therefore, the fact that failure simply signals that the task wil l require more effort and 

ingenuity for mastery, creates for mastery oriented students the opportunity for more sati sfying 

mastery experience. This in turn produces the heightened positive affect, positive se lf-concept 

about their ability and high performance expectations. Thus, a sense of accomplishment is 

derived from inherent qualities of the task such as its challenge, interest or enjoyment (Ames and 

Ames, 1984; Ames, 1992; Nicholls, 1984; Wentzel , 1998; Elliot and Dweck, 1988). These bring 

intrinsic rewards, pleasure or pride (Deci and Ryan 1985) wi llingness to pursue challenging 

tasks, determination, positive feelings towards the situation (Covington and Omlich, 1979, 1984; 

Meece, et.al, 1988). 

Furthermore, within mastery goal, effort and persistence mobilizes ones ability fo r the 

task mastery. There would be no conflict between the effort requirement of the task and 

requirement of the goal, for effort is at once the means of mastering the task and the means of 

maximizing goal attainment. The positi ve affect generated by heightened interest or 

determination is consonant with task requirements and may promote an intensi ficati on of 

concentration. Thus, the intrinsic rewards that accompany the meeting of challenge with effort 

and the attainment of improvement through effort will provide additional impetus to performance 

(Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Nicholl s, 1984). 
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2.2.5.2. Performance Approach Goals, Cognition, Affect and Behavior 

Within performance approach goals, learners are concerned with measuring their ability 

and with answering the question. "Is my ability adequate or inadequate? ' Within such a 

framework, outcomes will be a chief source of information relevant to this concern and thus 

failure outcomes may readily elicit the helpless attribution that ability is inadequate . These 

individuals view effort as an index of high or low ability (Dweck and Leggett, 1988; Elliot and 

Dweck, 1988; Nicholls, 1984; Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al , 1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

Research on examining performance approach goals, psychological and educational 

outcomes have revealed a somewhat inconsistent pattern of results . A number of studies ha ve 

reported positive relationship between performance approach and perceived academic se lf-efficacy 

persistent and effortful learning behavior (Wolters, Yu , Pintrich, 1996; Pietsc h, Walker, and 

Chapman, 2003). But the inherently instrumental nature of performance approach goa ls makes it to be 

related to surface processing which involves repetitive rehearsal and rote memori zat ions (M iddlelon 

and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et.al, 1999); less adaptive in terms of subsequent motivation , Li se of 

superficial strategies that maximize short term retention of information for a test (Meece, et.a!. 1988). 

In contrast, Middleton and Midgley (1997), Meece et.al (1988) , Anderman and Young 

(1994) found a negative relationship between performance approach goals and perceived 

academic efficacy. Within performance approach goals, experiencing failure or effort exertion 

warns of a low ability judgment and thus poses a threat to self-esteem. Such a threat may first 

engender anxiety and then if the negative judgment appears, an increasing form of depression 

affect and a sense of shame may set in (Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Printrich 2000). 

Performance approach goal oriented students may also experience less interest. less 

positive affect and perhaps more anxiety or negative affect given their concern about doing better 

than others. That is if they experience any difficulty or failure along the way, there could be cost 
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for them in terms of their affect (Roeser, eta!. 1996; Pintrich, 2000; Nicholl s" 1984; Vandewalle, 

et.al , 200 1; Butler, 1987; Midgley, et. al, 200 1) and high effort engender anx iety (self-conscious 

affect). The self-focus in performance-oriented students can have negative effect on their 

performance. Anxiety over goal fai lure both the cogniti ve worry and the ave rsive affect with 

performance-oriented individuals may divide attention, inspire escape wishes and interfere with 

concentration and effective strategy development (Butler, 1988; Vandewalle and Cummings, 

1997; Vandwalle, et.al, 2001) and this will in turn result in low performance outcomes. 

2.2.5.3. Performance Avoidance Goals, Cogitation Affect and Behavior 

Performance avoidance goals are construed as fundamenta lly avoidance forms of 

motivation that are grounded in fear of failure and focused on the poss ibility of negative 

outcome. Like performance approach goa ls, performance avo idance goa l is inherentl y 

instrumental in nature (Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Elliot, et. al, 1999; Pintrich, 2000). 

Performance avoidance goa ls are li kely to evoke self-protective concerns that preclude 

rigorous persistence and full effolt expenditure during learning (Covington, 1984; Jagacinski and 

Nicholl s, 1990); and positively associated with effort minimizing strategies such as copymg 

others work or simply guessing at answers (Vandewalle, et.al, 200 I; Nicholl s, 1984). 

Middleton and Midgley (1997), Printrich (2000), Pokey and Blumenfeld ( 1990), Elliot, 

et.al (1999) have shown that performance avo idance goals are related to di so rgani zation (

learners' difficu lty in establ ishing and maintaining a structured , organi zed approach to learning) 

as the threat appraisals and anxiety they engender encourage procrasti nati on and interfe re with 

attempts to engage in structured focused learning behavior. 
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Because performance avoidance oriented students have low confidence in their ab ility, 

challenging tasks would promise aversive experi ences such as high anxiety, expectecl negative 

judgments and loss of esteem (Elliot, et.al , 1999; Vandewalle and Cummings, 1997). These 

students thus orient themselves towards easy tasks that minimize negati ve outcomes and affect 

which, in turn, will affect subsequent perfo rmance outcomes (Nicholl s, 1984; Pintrich, 2000; 

Church, et.al, 200 1). 

With respect to school settings, students may adopt thi s goal orientat ion as a way of 

expressll1g their negati ve atti tudes toward schoolwork, avo iding fa ilure or coping with the 

constraints and demands of learning environment (Wentzel, 1989). Moreover, they adopt a more 

defensive, self-protective posture, devaluating the task and expressing boredom or disclain toward 

it (Middleton and Midgley, 1997; Pietsch, Walker, and Chapman, 2003). 

2.3. Perceived School Relationship Dimension 

Studies on interpersonal relationshi p aspects of school environment have demonstrated that 

perceived positive teacher- student relationship and positive peer relationships in school are 

related to early adolescents' psychological and academic adjustments (Wentzel, 1999; Roeser, 

et.al, 1996; Ames, 1992; Schunk and Hanson, 1985). This aspect of school environment is 

concerned with how school can play important role in providing, supporti ve, caring community 

within which learning and mental health can flourish and the soc ial aspect of the school 

environment have to be conceptualized as relating to feelings of school belonging and 

commitment on the part of the learners. 
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Studies on socialization expen ence and academic outcome have foc used on students ' 

perceptions of interpersonal relationshi ps and how these perceptions might moti vate and guide 

subsequent behavior. Perceived social and emotional support and support for learning from 

teachers and peers have been related positively to motivational outcomes such as perceived 

competence, a sense of relatedness and academic effort & interest in school (Wentze l, 1989; 

Wentze l, 1998 ; Wentze l, 1999). 

2.4. Social Cognitive Achievement Goal Theory 

Social relationship achievement goals are defined as individuals ' motives to gai n approval 

from others, establish personal relationships wi th peers, teachers and signi ficant others . The 

soc ial cognitive motivational theorists contend that social relationship goal motivati ons playa 

role in motivating individuals to achieve academic outcomes in almost much the same way that 

academic motivational processes influence academic outcomes. This theory suggests that 

children desire to achieve valued outcomes in a given setting including academic success 

(Wentzel, 1999; Urdan & Maehr, 1995). 

Rooted in developmental theory, this theory proposes that the adoption and pursuit of 

socially appropriate goals in a given situation or context emanates from a more generali zed 

individua l's needs to form interpersonal attachments and to expen ence a sense of social 

belongingness and relatedness (Baumeister and Leary, 1995). When these needs are met, 

individuals experience a positive sense of self, emotional well being, and a belief that the social 

environment is a benevolent and supportive place, individuals are likely to adopt the goals, and 

va lues of those who help them meet these needs (Covington and Omelich, 1979. 1984). 
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Some empirica l support for the above theory suggests that yo un g children 's initial 

orientation toward achievement at academic tasks appea rs to be grounded in children's fundamental 

view of themselves as morall y and socially acceptab le hu man beings (Dweck, 1991; Beneson and 

Dweck, 1986; Burhans and Dweck, 1995). Moreover, students' emot ional we ll being is re lated to 

positive aspects of academic motivation and precedes academic competence (Wentzel , 1999). 

Research based on the self worth theory of motivation indicated that domain general 

levels of self-esteem and self worth influence motivation to achieve in academic domains 

(Covington, 1992; Covington and Beery, 1979). Conversely, fa ilure threatened pe rceptions of 

self worth, predict lack of effort and demonstration of cognitive skill s (U rdan and Machr, 1995); 

and socia l organ ization of schools and chi ldren's interactions with peers and teachers have major 

influence on students' motivation (Boekaeli et.al, 1993). Teachers' affecti ve responses are 

important both academically and at the interpersonal level. Teachers' enthusiasm, humor, love of 

learning and modeling of positive emotions and motivations are related to learners' posit ive 

affects and motivation to learn (Pajares, Britner and Valiante, 2000). 

With respect to school situation, this theory seems to suggest that students who perceive 

their schools as socially supportive environment are likely to pursue those goals that arc va lued in 

that context. If students develop a sense of relatedness to their teachers and peers, thi s might be 

translated in to pursuing goals valued by these models including goals to behave appropri ate ly 

and as well as goals to learn and achieve. Moreover, intervention to effect adaptive moti vational 

orientation toward learning in school must begin with due attention to students' cogniti ve social 

and emotional needs. In summary, when it comes to school context the aforementioned theories 

and stud ies imply that interventions designed to create school environment that have to increase 

students' levels of academic competence has to add ress both their cogniti ve, social and emotional 

needs. 
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impels students to adopt performance approach goa ls (need for achievement) and anx iety that 

appears to accompany students' efforts to out perform others and perceived threats to self worth 

will result in negative school achievement. Furthermore, perceived evaluati on foc us and harsh 

eva luation (perceived stringency) leads to the adoption of performance avoidance (fear of fa ilure) 

which is likely to evoke anxiety or negative affect that debil itates school rel ated se lf-perception 

and performance (Roeser et.al, 1996; Church, et.al, 200 I; Elliot, et.al, 1999; Boivin Hymel, 

1997). 

2.5.2. Relationship between Perceived Teacher-Student Relationship, Feelings 

of Belongingness, Self-Beliefs, Emotions and Academic Achievement 

Empi rical studies have shown that perceptions of positive teacher-student relati onshi p has 

been related to positive motivational outcome including the pursuit of the goals to learn and to 

behave prosocially & responsibly, show educational aspi rations and values that match wi th 

positive self concept (Wentzel, 1997; Wentzel , 1999) 

Students, who perceive low levels of social suppOtt, experi ence psychological di stress that 

will in turn increase a focus on the self and decrease the likelihood of positive ori entations toward 

learning and social interactions. These include low interest in school (Wentzel, 1990; Wentzel 

1999) poor academic performance (Harter 1990; Wentzel, 1999) negative attitude & poor 

adjustment to school (Anderman and Midgley, 1994) and ineffective cognitive functi oning 

(Urdan and Maehr, 1995). 

Students who perceive their school as emphasizing understanding, effort and personal 

development also perceive that teachers care about, trust and respect students. However. when 

students perceive that only the most able students are recognized, rewarded and given support, 
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. relatedness- perceiving oneself as being related to peers and s ignificant others 

. and competence -perceiving one se lf as effect ive in one ' s interaction with sc hoo l act ivi ties. 

Supporting the above contention, Guay, et.a l (1999) revealed that, students' perceptions of 

pos itive peer relationship leads to overall feelings of companionship, feeling of belonging, 

emot ional support and affection. Moreover, these feelings of belonging mediate the relation 

between students' perceptions of the quality of peer relationship and be li e fs about themse lves 

(perceived academic competence), schoo l related affect and se lf-co nscio usness, which in turn 

predict subsequent academic achievement. 

The above studies seem to suggest that when perceived relatedness and competence are 

fo stered by the schoo l context, engagement is like ly to be manifested in affect (c uri os ity), cognit ion 

and behavior. Conversely when these se lf-processes are hampered by the schoo l context, di saffection 

will result along with adverse effects on affect, cognition & behavior and th ose affective, cogniti ve 

and behavioral engagements in schoo l context influence schoo l outcomes such as grades, skill s and 

adjustment. T hus patterns of se lf-processes (fee lings of belongingness) are thought to mediate the 

acquis iti on of specific ski ll s and adj ustment with in the school context. 
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CHAPTER -III 

3. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter deal s with the description of subjects and the rational for se lecti ng them , 

sampling and data collection procedure, variables considered, instruments used for data 

collection, results of pilot study and statistical methods employed. 

3.1. Subjects 

The target population for the main study was regular grade seven students (males and 

females) of the selected upper primary school-namely; Bonga upper primary school and Wush 

Wush upper primaty school .The study included only those who are with in the normative age of 

early adolescence (13 -1 5). According to the statistical data procured from the participating 

schools, there were 1024 students (M=600 & F=424). 

Out of this population, 390 students were selected for the study. Two of the se lected 

subjects were excluded from the study because they did not fi ll the scale properly due to 

unknown reasons. Upper primary school students were selected to be the subjects of thi s study 

because evidences and observations indicate that perceptions of academic competence, academic 

values and course grades grow more negative (Eccles, Feldlaufer and Midgley, 1989) and that 

school related worries and concern increase during early adolescence with no exception in the 

case of Ethiopian schoolchildren. 

Bonga upper primary school and Wush Wush upper primary school were se lected for 

this study based on researcher's practical knowledge and the information he has got from 

observation and many upper primary school teachers and authorities that the issue of poor 

academic performance, repetition and dropout are the major problems of the of earl y adol escents 
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3.4. Data Collection Procedures 

Data were collected when students were at school. Before administering the surveys, 

necessary rapport was established with the subjects and maintained during survey administrat ion 

too. The researcher and research assistants administered all the twelve surveys to the selected 

sample of students in both schools during their regular class time. In both school the scales were 

administered in one session. Subjects were given the necessary clarifications in filling out the 

Lickert type scales and were encouraged to ask questions during survey administration if 

anything is unclear. They were also assured that information they provide will be confidential 

and surveys would be removed from the school site after they have completed them. 

With regard to academic achievement , students' teacher made average achi evement scores 

for the first semester was obtained from the record office of the respective schools. The average 

score was computed by averaging each students' score in the core academic subjects (English, 

math, social studies, biology, chemistry, and physics). 

3.5. Variables 

The variables of the study consist of the four sets of constructs depicted on the model 

earlier (figure -I). These are: 

1. Perceptions of the school environment (context) 

2. Mediating processes, 

3. Psychological and 

4. Behavioral outcomes 
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a. The School Context Perceptions 

This involved five constructs- three refl ecting the school goa l structures (maste ry goals, 

performance approach goa ls and performance avoidance goa ls) and two reflecting the 

relationship dimension (teacher- student relationship and the peer relationsh ip). Items for all fi ve 

of the constructs (scales) were measured on 5- point Lickert sca les ( I = not at all true in this 

school, 5= very true in this schoo l. 

The school mastery goal structure variable was assessed using a scale consisting of six items. 

Items in thi s scale assessed students' perceptions of an emphasis in the school on effort , 

understanding, and the belief that all students can learn and be successful. The school 

performance approach goal structure variable was assessed using scale consisting of five items. 

This sca le included items tapping student perceptions that relative performance is salien t and 

reward is marker of success and that, higher achieving students are treated better than others. The 

school performance avoidance goal structure variable was assessed using a scale compri sing of 

five items. The scale was used to assess students' perception that relative ability is salient, the 

importance of grade & performance evaluation is emphasized and the grading structure is so 

difficult that it minimizes the likelihood of success and makes salient the possibility of negative 

performance outcome. 

b. The Teacher-Student Relationship and Peer Relationship Dimension: These 

are assessed by scales composed of fi ve items for each. The items were used to tap students' 

perceptions that the quali ties of teacher student relationship and peer re lations in school context 

are warm & supporti ve. 

c. Mediating (intervening) Variables: - Four mediating processes (variab les) are 

identified to mediate the relations between perceived school context and students ' psychologica l 
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and behav io ral adjustment in schoo l. These included students' personal maste ry goal orientati on, 

personal performance goal orientation, personal performance avoidance goal o ri entation, and 

their feelings of belonging in school. All of the items for these constructs were assessed on a5-

point Lickert scales (1 = not at a ll true of me, 5= very true of me) . 

The personal mastery goa l construct was assessed on a fi ve items scale. The sca le was used to 

assess preference for challenging wo rk, task mastery, understandi ng, and lea rning new things . The 

persona l performance approach goa l construct was assessed on scale consisting of six items. The 

scale included items that assess students desire to demonstrate their ability re lative to others (

outperforming others in achievement setting and ga in favorab le judgments of the ir abi lity) . The 

perso nal avoidance goal orientation construct consisted of s ix items. The items we re used to assess 

students ' desire to avoid looking stupid or incompetent and hence avo id the task. The feeling of 

belongi ng construct was assessed on sca le that cons isted of four items. T hi s sca le assessed whethe r 

students feel that they are important, that they matter and they belong in their school. 

d. Psychological Outcome Constructs-

Students ' academ ic self-efficacy, academic self-consciousness and general affective experience 

in schoo l were included as psychological outcomes re lated to school. 

The academ ic self-efficacy construct was assessed using the academic self-efficacy sca le. The sca le 

composed of six items and assessed students' beliefs that they can master the material and sk ill s 

taught in school if they are given enough time and exert enough effort 

The pos iti ve schoo l related affect construct was assessed using sca le consisting of three 

items. The pos iti ve affect sca le assessed the general va lence of students ' emotional experience while 

in schoo l. The academic se lf-consciousness construct was assessed on sca le consisting of four items. 

The items assessed students' worry, thei r concern about the ir abil ity, competence and test results . All 

of the items were measured by a5- point Lickert sca le ( 1= not at al l true of me , 5 ve ry true o f me). 
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e. Behavioral Outcomes-

Students ' academic achievement was considered as a behavioral outcome constructs. A 

measure of students' achievement (i.e. scores on teacher made ach ievement test for the fi rst 

semeste r) was taken from students' school record office. The score was computed by averagi ng 

scores in the core academic subjects - (Engli sh, Math, Social science, Biology Phys ics and 

ChemistIY)· 

3.6. Pilot Study 

Though the adopted instruments (scales) have al ready been standardized and their authors 

have established their reliability and validity, the time, environment and situation under which 

they were standardized were different from the environment and situation here in Ethiop ia. 

Hence, it was worthwhile that pilot study had to be made to check the reliability of the instrument 

in contexts like ours. 

The objective of pi lot study was to test and improve instruments and to create work ing 

relationships in the study site. The subj ects were 42 grade 7 students (m=23 & f= 19) who were 

between the age of 13 -1 5 of Ginbo upper primary school in Kafa Zone. They were random ly 

selected from each section while maintaining the proportion of boys and girl s relatively equa l. 

The scales were administered during the regular school time by the researcher. 

Based on the pilot study results, instruments were improved. items that indicated poor 

inter-item correlations were rephrased. Items that were detected as confusing to the subj ects to 

respond to during survey testi ng were rephrased and made to fit to subjects ' level of 

understanding. Furthermore, since the scales were admini stered in Amhari c. fo rward and 

backward translations were employed before they were used for fina l data co ll ect ion of the ac tual 
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s tudy. Reliabilities for all scales were computed using Crombach's alpha re li ability coefficient 

(refer to appendix C through N). 

3.7. Methods of Data Analysis 

Once the data were co ll ected they were subjected to scrutiny using vari ous stati sti ca l methods. 

The stati stical methods used in thi s study were selected based on the hypotheses formulated in the 

study. The formu lated hypotheses perta in to re lat ions, predication, and med itati ons. Ge nder e ffect 

was contro ll ed fo r each regress ion coefficients whil e computing the direct and indirect effec ts. 

Hence, Pearson Product Moment Correl ati on was used to examine the relati onship betwee n 

variab les considered. Partial regression ana lyses were employed to examine the association between 

independent variables (predi cators) and dependent vari ables (outcomes) a fter th e raw data we re 

converted in to standardi zed score . Path mode l coefficients (beta we ights) were used to test the direct 

effects of independent variables on the dependent in the study. A path model is a diagram re lat ing 

independent, intermediary and dependent variable. A path coeffic ient (path we ight is standardi zed 

regress ion coefficient (beta) showing the direct effect of an independent va ri able on the depe ndent 

variab le in the path model. 

The stati stical package used for computing regression was SPSS (i.e. Stat isti cal Package for 

Socia l Science). Indirect effects (med iated effects) of predictor vari ab le on criterion variable via 

intervening variable was calculated us ing Sobel product coeffic ient approach (see appendix - 0 and 

secti on 4 .3) 

S ince a Z-test, a test of significa nce for mediated effects, is ca lculated in different ways from 

the usual one, a method suggested by Sobel (as c ited in McKinnon, 2003) was used (refer to 

Appendix-P). 
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CHAPTER-VI 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Bivariate Correlations 

Zero order correlations among all the measures are depicted in table- I below. The 

bivariate correlations among the variables involved in the study indicated anticipated patterns. 

Students' perceptions of school environment were correlated with students ' personal goals and 

feelings of school belonging in predicted direction. Perceiving an emphasi s on mastery of 

material and improvement in school was sign ificantly positively related to students' tendency to 

adopt personal mastery goals, feelings of school belongingness, academic se lf-efficacy, and 

positive school affect and students' academic achievement. The same relations hold true for 

students' perceptions of positive teacher student and peer relationship in school. 

However students' perception of school as emphasizing mastery of material and , 

improvement in learning, perceptions of positive teacher student relationships and positive peer 

relationship in school are negatively related to their perceptions of focus on performance social 

comparison (both the approach and the avoidance), personal performance approach and personal 

performance avo idance goals and feelings of academic se lf consciousness. 

For the same reason, students' perceptions that relative ability and social comparison 111 

performance is emphasized in their school were positively correlated with the adoption of 

personal performance approach goals. That perceives an emphasis put on outperforming others 

was related to students' adoption of personal performance approach goals, and feeling of 

academic self-consciousness. Conversely, students' perceptions of school environment as 

emphasizing relative ability, evaluation focus and harsh evaluation was significantly positi vely 
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correlated with students' adoption of personal performance avo idance goal s, perceived 

performance approach goa ls, performance avoidance goa ls and feeling of academic self

conscIOusness. In addi tion , it is negatively related wi th perceived mastery goals , personal 

mastery goals, feelings of school belonging, academic self-efficacy, school affect and academic 

achievement. 
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Variables I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 t3 14 
I 

I.Mas\cry goal s\nlc\ure 

2.PerfonllanCC approach goal stnlctllrc .-402** 

3.Pcrfonlmnceavoidance goal stmc\urc .-636** .537** 

4.Teachcr student relationship .672** -.359*· -.562** 

5. Pecr relati onship .692** -.313** -.549** .722** 

6. Personal mastery goal .763"* -.372*' -.61 6** .716 .... .752** 

7.Pcrsonal pCrfOnllanCe approach goal -.343** .423** .424** -.3 10** -.327'* -.365"* 

8.Perfonnancc avoidance goa l -.552*' .436** .740' * -.498** -.573 '* -. 589** .569** 

9. Fec1ings of school belonging .624 """ -.336*' -.511 " .6 11 .... .597** .647** -AO 1 ** -.558 

1 O.Academic self efticacy .751 ** -A31 ** -.547** .697** .690** .752** -A01"* -.672** .745** 

11.Positive school Affect .637** -.4 16** -.577** .632M .6 18** .685" -.388** -.648*'" .705** .806** 

12.Acadcmic self consciousness -.6 13** .502** .647** _.6 13u -.61 3** -.613** .492** .680** -.623** .no*'" -.677** 

14.Acadcmic achievement .332*'" -. 178** -.389*'" .35 \ ** .338"* .362** -.198** -A08'* AD I ** A 27** A38** -.398** 

IS .gender .064 -.086 -.09 1 .155* .143 .134* .007 -.099 .042 .085 .127* -.076 .056 

N 388 388 388 388 388 388 38R 388 388 388 388 388 388 388 

MEAN 20.20 13.34 13.32 16.97 16.17 17.34 17.12 13.78 13.86 21 .34 11.65 10.59 58A6 1.05 

S.D. 6.34 5.79 6.20 5.62 5.2 1 5.82 6.21 6 .52 4.5 \ 7A6 3.33 5.31 13. 15 .067 

Table I: Summary Statistics and Bi\·cu iate Correlations for Students' School Envi ronment. Process measure and psychological Outcomes 

** All correlation are signifi cant at the 0.05 level 2-taited. * Correlations are signi fican t at .0 1 level 2 tai led 
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4.2. Direct Relationships 

4.2.1. Perceived School Environment as Predictors of Personal Goals 

and Belongingness 

When students' personal mastery achievement goals and feelings of school belongingness 

were each regressed on their perceived mastery goal structure, the results disclosed (table-2 next 

page) that perceived school mastery goal structure was significant positive predictor of students 

personal mastery goal adoption (p= .394, P'::: .05) and students' feelings of school belongings 

(p= .3 12, Ps05). Perceived mastery goal accounted for 19% & 39% of the variation in students' 

personal mastery goals and feelings of school belongingness in schools respectively. 

Students perceptions of school performance approach goal structure (p= 265, ps05) had 

positive predictive effect on students' personal performance approach goal adoptio n. Similarly 

students' perceived school performance avoidance goal structure had strong signiflcant pos itive 

effect on students' personal performance avoidance achievement goals (p= .740, P'::: .05). In 

general , 55% of the variance in students' personal performance avoidance goal was accounted for 

by the variation in their perceived school performance avoidance goals, whereas 6% of the 

variance in students' personal performance approach goals was explained by the vari ation in their 

perceived performance goals. Similarly, students' perceived quality of teacher student 

relationships (p= .274, p'::: .05 and perceived positive peer relationship W= .184, p'::: .05) 

respectively had significant predictive positive effect on students' fee lings of school 

belongingness. When we see the proportion of the variance in students ' fee li ngs of schoo l 

belongingness, their perceived positive teacher - student and positive peer relationship in school, 

accounted for 38% & 36% of the variance respectively. 
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4.2.3: Students' Personal Goals and Feelings of Belongingness as 

Predictors of their Psychological Outcomes 

Results of regress ion of each of the students psychological outcomes on their personal 

goal adoption and feelings of relatedness displayed (refer to table--4 next page) that students' 

personal mastery achievement goals were sign ificant positive predictors of their percei ved 

academic self efficacy (p= .2 12, p:::,05) and posi tive school affect (p= .254, p:::,05) respectively. 

When the variance in students' academic self-efficacy and positive school affect were examined, 

students' personal mastery goals and feelings of belongingness accounted fo r 5% & 5% of the 

variations. 

Students' personal performance approach goals (P= .113 , p:::,05) and personal 

performance avoidance goals W= .370, p:::, 05) respective ly were also significant positi ve 

predictors of students academic self-consciousness. In general , 2% and 10 % of the variances in 

students' feelings of academic self-consciousness were explained by the variations in their 

personal performance goals and personal performance avoidance goals respecti vely. 

Students' feelings of relatedness in school had strong sign ificant positive effect on their 

perceived academic self-efficacy (P= .335 , p:::,05) and positive school affect (P= .353, PS 05) 

respectively, signifYing the importance of the affective component aspects of motivat ion on 

students academic effort and willingness in achievement settings. 17% and 13 % of the variance 

in students' perceived academic self-efficacy and positive affect in school respectively were 

accounted for by the variation in their feelings of belongingness in school. 
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Table- 4 : Summary of standardi zed regress ion coe ffi cients and R' for students' personal goa ls , 

be longi ngness and psycho logica l outcomes 

Psychological Outcomes 

Academic self Academic self Positive school 

Personal goa ls and belongingness efficacy consciousness affect 

13 R' 13 R' 13 R' 

Personal mastery goal orientati on .212** .05** - - .254 ** .05** 

Feelings of school belonging .33 5** .17* * - - .353** 1"1** . ) 

Personal performance approach - - . 11 3** .02*' - -

goa l orienta ti ons 

Personal perfo rmance avoidance - - .370** . 10** - -

goa l orienta ti ons 

** ps 05 

4.2.4. Personal Goals and Belongingness as Predictors of Academic 

Achievement 

As depicted (on tab le- 5 next page) students' persona l mastery goals (13 = .2S0, pS OS) and 

fee lings of school belonging (13= .209, pS OS ) were signifi cant posi ti ve pred ictors of students 

academic achievement. Examination of the variance in students' academic achievement revea led 

that 7%and 3 % of the variance were accounted for by their variation in their personal mastery goals 

and fee lings of belongingness in school respecti vely. 

Likewise students' personal perfo rmance approach (13 = .088, pS OS) was posit ive 

predictor of academic achievement whereas personal performance avoidance goals (13= -.2S5 , 
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PS 05) had significant negative effect on students' academic achievement. When personal 

performance approach goals accounted for .06%, personal performance avoidance goals accounted 

for 3% of the variances in students' fee lings of academic self-consc iousness. 

Table-5: Summary of standa rdi zed regress ion coeffic ients & R' for students' personal goa ls, 

belongingness and academic ach ievement 

Goals amI Belonging Semester Academic Average Scores 

fJ R2 

Personal mastery goa l orientation .250** .07** 

Feeling of school belonging .209** .03** 

Personal perfor mance approach goa l ori entations .088 .006 

Personal performance avoidance goa l orientat ions -.255** .03** 

**p<.05 

4.2.5. Psychological Outcomes as Predictors of Academic Achievement 

As displayed on (table-6 next page), the results of regression of students' academic 

achievement on each of their psychological measures (academic self-efficacy, academic se lf

consciousness and positive school affect revealed that students ' perceived academ ic self-effi cacy 

(~= .2 1 3, pS05) and positive affect in school (~=.294, pS05) were significant posit ive pred icto rs 

of students' academic achievement. Whereas students' feelings of academic se lf-consc iousness 

(~= -.225, ps05) had signifi cant negative predictive effect on students' academic achievement. It 

was observed that students' perceived academic self-efficacy, positive schoo l affect and 
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academic se lf-consciousness acco unted for 5%, 6%, and 3% of the vari ance 111 students' 

academic achievement respective ly. 

Table 6: Summary of standardi zed regression analysis and R2 fo r students psycholog ica l 

outco mes and academic achievement 

A C(u/el11ic Acllievemenf 

fJ R2 

Psychological outcomes 

Academic sel f efficacy .213 ** .05 ** 

Positive school affect .294** .06** 

Academic self consciousness -.225*' .03** 

**pS 05 

4.3. Meditional Relationship 

Mediation is a hypothesized causal chain in which one variable affects a second variab le 

that, in turn, affects a third variable. 

To test fo r the mediation three requirements need to be met (Baron & Kenny, 1986; David 

Kenny, 2003) . First, the independent vari able must affect the mediator; second, the independent 

variable must be found to affect the dependent variab le, th ird the med iato r Illust affect the 

dependent variable in an equati on that involved both the independent and dependent variables 

while controlling for mediator. If these three conditions are satisfi ed, then the effect of the 

independent vari able on the dependent variable, must be less in the third case than in the second 

(see appendix - 0 for detail s) 
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Two sets of mediation effects were of parti cular interest in thi s study. Fi rst thi s study tr ied 

to examine whether early adolescents' personal goals & be longingness measures in school 

mediated relations between their perceived school environments and the psycho logica l outcomes. 

Secondly, it was also hypothesized that psychologica l outcomes mediate the rel ations between 

personal goal and school belonging measures and academic achievement whil e contro ll ing other 

variables in the model. 

Having checked for whether the three requi site conditions set fo r med iational analysis were 

met, the indirect effects (mediated effects) of variables in the study were calculated together with 

their statistical significance using a formula suggested by Sobel (as cited in Kenny 2003) (refer to 

appendix -P) 

4.3.1. Personal Goals & Belonging as Mediators of Perceived School 

Environment & Psychological Outcomes 

The preceding regression analyses and zero order correlations have al ready sati sfied the 

requirements for mediation. A direct relationship was establi shed between each variable 

considered in the study. All variable were shown to be related to one another to the hypothesized 

direction (refer to table 2 through 6). 

Results disclosed (refer to table 6 on page 57) that for students' academic se lf-efficacy 

and positive school affect evidence for mediation was obtained. When students academic self 

efficacy & positive school affect were each regressed on their perceived schoo l mastery goal 

structure & personal mastery goals, whil e controlling one for the other, they were both shown to 

be significantly related to studen ts self effi cacy (p = .279, Ps 05) and (P = .2 12, P:,:: OS) and to 

students' positive affect in school (~ = .1 22, P::s....05) and (~ = .254, P:,:: .05) respecti vely. It was 
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also observed that the direct effects of the independent variable were reduced when the mediator 

was in an equation (p = .328 to.279) for academic self- efficacy (p= .238 to .172) for positive 

school affect. 

As anticipated the mediated effects of students' percei ved school mastery goal on their 

perceived academic se lf-efficacy via personal mastery goals (Z = 4.10, P:,,: 05), (p= .08. :": .05) 

and via feelings of school belongingness (Z= 2.49, P:,,: .05), (p= .11 , P:,,: .05) were significant. The 

results furthe r depicted that the total indirect effects of perceived academic self-efficacy to be (p= 

.19, PS 05). In general, students' personal mastery goals and feel ings of school belongingness 

accounted for 72% of the variations in students' academic self-efficacy in combination. Similarly 

the indirect effec ts of students percei ved mastery school goal structure on students' positive 

school affect through their personal mastery goal orientation (Z= 4.0 I, ps 05) , (p = .11. P:": .05), 

and via feelings of belongingness (Z= 4.61 P:": .05), (p= .21 , P:,,: .05) respective ly were significant. 

The total mediated effects of students perceived school mastery goals on their positive affect in 

school (P = .32, ps05) was signifi cant. Overall 59% of the variations in students' feelings of 

positive affect in school were accounted for by variations in their personal mastery goa l and 

fee lings of belongingness in combinations; with thei r fee lings of schoo l belongingness 

accounting for the lion 's share of the vari ance. 

With respect to students' perceived school performance approach goal structure & 

perceived performance avoidance goal structure, students ' personal performance ap proach and 

personal performance avo idance goa l orientations were found to mediate their relations to 

students' fee lings of academic self-consciousness. 

When students' academic self consciousness was regressed on their perceived school 

performance approach goa l structure and personal performance approach goa ls. while controlling 
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More specifically, when students' academic self efficacy & positive affect in school were 

each regressed on their perce ived positive teacher-student relationshi p measures in school in an 

equation that comprised of the mediator (feeling of belongingness in school ) while controlling for 

the mediator & and other perceived variables in the model, both students ' perceived positive 

teacher-student relationship and feelings of school belongingness measures positively related to 

their perceived academic self efficacy (p= .152,ps 05) and (p= .335 , P:S .05) and positive affect in 

school (p= .152, pS 05) and (p= .357, P:S .05) respectively. 

What is more, the direct effects of perceived positive teacher -student relationshi p 1I1 

school on students' perceived academic self-efficacy and positive school affect reduced when 

students' fee ling of school belonging (med iator) was in an equation (p= . 197 to.152) for 

academic self-efficacy, and (p=. 238 to.151) for students ' positive school affect. The indi rect 

effects of students' perceived positive teacher-student relations in school on their perceived 

academic self efficacy (Z= 4.23 , P:S .05), (P= .09, P:S .05) and on positive school affect (Z= 4.07, 

P:s .05), (p= .10, P:s .05) via their feelings of relatedness in school respectively were all 

significant. 

Similarly when students' academic self efficacy & positive school affect was each 

regressed on their perceived positive peer relationships in school & the mediator (fee lings of 

relatedness) while controlling one for the other, students ' perceived positive peer relationship was 

shown to be positively related to academic self efficacy (P= .081 ,PS 05 and positive school affect 

(p=. 065,p<. 05 respectively. Feelings of belongingness in school was shown to be sign ificant ly 

positively related to students' perceived academic self- efficacy), W= .335 , P:S .05)) and positive 

school affect (p= .3 53 , p:S .05) respectively. 

It was also observed that the direct effects of perceived positive peer relationships in school 

reduced when the mediator was in the equation (p= .11 3 to .081) for academic self efficacy and 
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(p= .133 to .065) for positi ve affect in school As hypothesized the med iated effects of students' 

perceived positive peer re lat ionship on their academic self efficacy (Z= 2 .99, p:S .05) , W= .06, P:S 

.05) and on their positive schoo l affect (Z= 2 .93, P:S .05), (p= .07 , P:S .05) res pec ti ve ly were 

found to be s ign ificant. 

Table 7: Summary of indirect (mediated) effects of the independent variab le on the dependent variable via 
intervening variables. 

Independent Dependen Intuvenill2 (mediating) variables 
variable t variable Personal mastery 20al Feelings of belongingness 

ME CP) Z LIP ME(P) z LIP total 

School mastery goa l Academic .08 4.10 .328 to.279 .11 2.49 333 to. 279 .19 
Self-
efficacy 
Positive . 11 4.01 .190 to. 122 .2 1 4.61 .200 to .122 .32 
affect 

Teacher- Academic - - - .09 4.23 .197 to. 152 -

Student Self 
Relationship efficacy 

Positive - - - . 10 4.07 .23 8 to. 12 1 -

affect 
Peer relationship Academ ic - - - .06 2.99 .11 3 to .081 -

self 
efficacy 
Positive - - - .07 2.93 .133 to.065 -

affect 
Personal performance Persollal performance -

approach !!oal avoidance 20al 
ME(Pl Z LIP ME(Pl z LI P -

School perform ance Academic .03 2.40 .189 to. 162 - - - -

approach se lf 
conscioLisn 
ess 

Schoo l performance Academic - - - .27 6. 52 .4 7010.239 
avoidance se lf 

CO I1 SCIOLI Sn 

ess 
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Perceived School ---.. Mediating ----.. Psychological 
Environment Processes 

mastery goal 
structure 

Performance 
approach goal 
structure 

Performance 
avoidance Goal 
structure 

Teacher 
student relation 
, hin .;;: 

Peer relation
ship 

* * p.::, 05 

140 

Personal 
mastery goal 
R2= . 19 

Personal 
approach 

~~a~ . 06 

Personal 
avoi dance 
goal 
R2 = . 55 

Outcomes 

Academi c 
sci r erticac y 
R'~ .723 

Academic 
self 
consciollsncs 
R' ~.590 

Positive 
school affect 
R2 =.590 

Figure 3: model summary of path coefficients for the first set of mediational re lati onship 

4.3.2. Mediated Effects of Personal Goals & Belonging on Academic 

Achievement via Psychological Outcomes 

Procedures foll owed for computing mediated effects for th e fi rst set of mediati onsl analyses 

were employed here, too . The result of the study di splayed (refer to tab le-7 that there was no evidence 

for students perce ived academic efficac y and positi ve schoo l affect to med iate th e effects of student 

personal mastery goal orientati ons and their fee lings of belong ing on acade mic ac hieve ment. 
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The above relationships are summari zed and presented on the path model below: 

Personal Outcomes 

Goals and --------, •• Psychological .Behavior 
Belonging 

Personal 
mastery goal 
R2= .19 

Personal 
approllch 
goal 
R' ~. 06 

Personal 
avo idance 
goal 
R2 =.55 

Belongings 
of 
belonging 

R!"" d7? 

Academic 
sel f emcacy 
R'~ .723 

Academic 
se lf 
COIlSClousncs 
R2 =.590 

Positive 
school affect 
R2 ~.590 

109 

-.225 
Academ ic 
achievement 
R ' ~ .2 14 

!"1 
C 

II 
M 

0:: 

Figure 4: model summary of path coefficientsfor the second set of 
mediational relationship 
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CHAPTER-V 

5. DISCUSSIONS 

5.1. Perceived School Environment as Predictors of Personal Goals and 

Belongingness 

The results of this study are highly consistent with the hypotheses formul ated from the on 

set. Testing each perceived school enviromnent variable as predicators of early adolescents' 

personal goa l adoption and feelings of school belonging revealed a significant relationship. 

Students' perceptions of the school environment as emphasizing mastery, improvement. and 

individual effort in school are positive predictors of their personal mastery achievement goal 

adoption and fee lings of relatedness in schooL 

These results are in line with previous research on earl y adolescence and schooling. 

School environments that are perceived as emphasizing individual effort, mastery of material 

even at the cost of making etTors, are related to more adoptive patterns of cognition, affect and 

behavior (Eccles, Midgley, et.al , 1993, Roeser et.al , 1996), engender a host of affective and 

perceptual-cognitive processes that facilitate task engagement (M iddleton and Midgley, 1997). 

Students' perceptions of school environment as emphasizing on social compari son of 

performance outcomes in school are found to predict students' adoption of personal performance 

goals (both the approach and avoidance goals). More specifically students who perceived their 

school as emphasizing relative ability and that only the most ab le students are recognized and 

rewarded and mistakes are punished and not considered as part of learning strategy and ability is 

measured by out performing others tend to adopt personal performance achievement goal. 

Students ' perceptions that school emphasizes on reward, harsh evaluation, evaluation focus, that 
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only able students are recognized, rewarded and ability is measured by out performing others 

mistakes are punished and not recogni zed as part of learni ng strategy are re lated to the adoption 

of personal performance avo idance goals. These results co rroborate with the results of earli er 

studies, which suggest that students' perceptions of school as emphasizing social compari son and 

relative abi li ty, reward and evaluation focus are related to students' adoptions of personal 

performance approach goals (Roeser et.al, 1996; Middleton and Midgley; 1997). 

Ames (1992) contended that one of the most salient factors that affect students goal 

adoption are evaluation practices in school and school environment that stress on nonnative 

success in turn orient students to the adoption of performance goals. And the adoption of 

performance approach and performance avoidance goals depends large ly on individuals 

susceptibility to normative concerns (Anderman and Midgley, 1997; Bong, 200 I); and harsh 

eva luation and fear of fa ilure in perceived school environment impels students to adopt 

performance avo idance goa ls (Church, Elliot and Gable, 200 I). 

Hence, it seems that stringent evaluative standards of perceived envi ronment represent a 

ri sk factor in the achievement setting in that they lead to the adoption of performance avoidance 

goals. 

It was found that students' perceptions that teachers and peers are supporti ve, caring and 

collaborati ve in their learning were strongly re lated to their feelings of relatedness in schoo l. This 

finding is cons istent with Rando ll and Graudenz. 1996) contention that in schools. situat ions 

repeatedly occur in which di fferent needs and interests have to be negotiated particularly between 

teachers and pupil s. Since teachers impart to pupils what offic iall y constitute schoo l. 

consequently what image learners have of school, teachers and lessons, what personal and 

occupational perspective they develop in school depends on the ways in which they defi ne 

(perceive) pupil- teacher relationships. Pupils will only experience school and school learn ing as 
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meaningful if teachers take up and relate to thei r conception of se lf and reality with fairness , 

respect and to lerance. Pos itive peer relationship leads to increase in students' perce ived 

relatedness, which in turn wi ll boost students' perceived academic competence (Guay et. al. 1999). 

It was also found that students perce ived school goal dimension was pos iti ve ly related to 

their perceptions of the relationship aspects of the school environment. This finding corroborates 

wi th earlier research results, which suggest that students who perce ive the school as emphasizing 

understanding, improvement, mastery & personal development also perceive that teachers ca red 

about, trusted and respected students. 

On the other hand, when students perceive that only the most ab le students were 

recognized, rewarded, and given support, they also tend to perceive that relationships between 

students and teachers in school were less warm and respons ive (Roeser et.al, 1996); when 

students perceive that the school emphasizes mastery of material , indi vidual effort and 

understanding, they also perceive their peers as collaborators in their effort to achieve whereas 

studcnts who perceive schaul as emphasizing social comparison, performance and reward , they 

perceive their peers as competitors in learning (Ames and Ames, 1984). Guay. et. a!. ( 1999) 

suggested that feelings of school belongingness and peer-teacher support in school have been 

associated with school motivation and expectances for academic success. 

5.2. Perceptions of School Environment as Predictors of Psychological 

Outcomes 

The study also found that students' perceptions of school envi ronment were pred ictors of 

their psychological and academic adjustment in school. The results disclosed that students 

perceived school environment is related to their psychological adj ustment in school via the 
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personal goals they adopt and perceived feelings of relatedness in school. This finding is in line 

with the contention that personal achievement goa ls reflect students ' active stri ving for 

understanding and interpreting achievement purposes that are stressed in the ir school (Urdan and 

Maehr, 1995; Roeser et.a l, 1996; Haffsteinsen 2002). 

Students who perceived their school as emphasizi ng mastery goals reported fee ling more 

efficacious and positive school affect and this relation is mediated tlu'ough students' personal 

mastery goal orientation they adopt in school. It was also found that students who perceived 

positive teacher student relationship and positive peer relations reported fee ling more efficacious 

with thi s relation mediated via students' perceived feeling of relatedness in school. These results 

support the findings, which suggest that perceptions of positive relations are related to students' 

academic pursuit; students are more likely to engage in classroom activities if they feel supported 

and valued (Wentzel, 1997). Access to positive and supportive social relationships is related to 

students ' adaptive motivational orientations towards school and perceiving being accepted (liked) 

by peers and teachers has been related to students' pursuit of social and academic goa ls and to 

positive attitudes toward school (Guay et.al, 1999); to satisfaction with school academic effort 

(Brown, 1989). Students' feelings of belongingness mediate the effect of perceived positive peer 

relations and positive teacher students' relations on their academic competence, beliefs and affect 

in school (Guay, et.al, 1999). 

Students who experienced a feeling of relatedness in their school also felt more 

efficacious. Feeling positively how teachers and students interact in school may provide a secure 

emotional basis from which students can both come to enjoy school and also develop their 

academic competence without feeling self consc ious or worried about fa ilure Boekaert and 

Connell (Cited in Roeser et.al, 1996; Wright and & Cowen, 1982). Students who perceive 
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mastery goa ls in school reported that they experi enced positive school affect with these relations 

mediated via the personal mastery goals they adopt and feelings of school belongingness. 

A mediated effect relations were also found for perceptions of school performance 

approach and performance avo idance goal structures. Students who perceived an emphas is on 

competition and relati ve ability in school were more likely to feel se lf-consc ious in academic 

settings, and this relation is mediated through personal performance goa ls (both the approach and 

avoidance) that they adopt in school. It is more interesting to note that personal performance 

avoidance goal was strong positive predictor of students' academic self-consciousness. 

These findings are in line with results the idea of McGuire et.al (cited in Roeser et.al , 

1996); Elkind and Bowen (1989), which argued that adolescence is an age of increased concern 

for academic and general se lf-consciousness. School environment where socia l comparison is 

emphasized may serve to increase these feelings of self consciousness which could, in turn, be 

most detrimental to child's self image (Ellias, 1989). Students worry that emanate from their 

attempt to out perform others in schou I and their desire tu come over perceived threa t to self

worth under competitive school goal condition would undermine competence for learn ing and 

positive development (Covington, 1992; Elias, 1989). 

5.3. Personal Goals and Feelings of Belongingness as Predictors of Academic 

Achievement 

[n the second set of mediational analyses it was found that students' personal mastery 

goals and belongingness were positively related to students' semester academic average scores. 

Students who experienced sense of competence and relatedness (belongi ngness) in school earned 

high achievement scores (as described by students' semester academ ic average score) . This 
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finding is in line with the notion that perceived academic competence and feeli ngs of 

belongingness in school pred ict increase in achievement and students' positive atti tudes and 

positive beliefs about school are powerful determinants of school success (Guay et.a l, 

I 999;Frase and Fisher 1982). 

However, academic self-efficacy and positive affects in school were not found to mediate 

the relationship between personal mastery goals, feelings of belongingness and achievement. This 

finding is also congruent with the findings of Roeser et.al , ( 1996), Ames,( 1992), Pintrich and 

DeGroot, ( 1990) Elliot et.a l (1999) which suggested that achievement goa ls primar i Iy relate to 

other aspects of motivation such as efficacy beliefs, cognition ,study strateg ies ... etc. ; and these 

factors are in turn related to actual achievement and feelings of school belonging has direct 

effect on academic achievement. 

Students' performance avoidance goal was found to be negati ve ly related to their 

academic achievement and thi s relation was mediated through students' feeli ngs of academic self

cunsciousness. Students who are oriented towards personal performance avoidance goals tend to 

worry about the ir exam results and how to avoid unfavorable judgments of their performance 

competence by avoiding performance which will , in turn, have a debilitating effect on the ir 

academic ach ievement. This result corroborates with the results of the previous studies that 

performance avo idance goals are likely to evoke self protective concerns that preclude ri gorous 

persistence and full effort expenditure during learning and is negati ve ly related to exam 

performance (Covington, 1984; Elliot et.al, 1999; Midgley et.al, 200 I). 

Students' personal performance approach was shown to be positively related to academic 

achievement when the mediator (academic self consciousness) was included in the equation and 

its effects were partialed out. However, when the self-consciousness measure was not in the 

equation, it was found that personal performance approach goal was negatively related to 
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achievement. This finding is consistent with the notion that performance approac h goal s are 

positi ve ly associated with achievement as described by course grade and test scores (Church et. al , 

1999; Midgley et.al, 2001). Performance approach oriented students may arrive at high level of 

achievement however they may experience less interest less positi ve affect and perhaps more 

anxiety when they face setbacks given their concern for doing better than others (Harackiewicz 

et.al, 1998). 
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CHAPTER-IV 

6. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDA nONS 

6.1. Summary and Conclusions 

It has been found out that the meaning and interpretation one attaches to situations In 

achievement setting has its own bearing on individual' s cogn itive, affecti ve and behavioral 

adjustments. In addition , the central aim of thi s study was to examine how early adolescents' 

perceptions of school environment affect their personal goa l adoption psycholog ical and academic 

adjustment and subsequent ach ievement in school setting. 

The second purpose was to in vest igate the processes via which the perceived goals and 

relati onship aspects of schoo l setting re lated to one another to influence studen ts' psychological and 

academic adjustment. 

To thi s effect early adolescents of Bonga and Wushwush upper primary schoo ls III Kaffa 

Zone have been selected as the subjects of the study. 

Accordingly, the following hypotheses were formulated as basic targets of the study and to 

be tested in the course of the study. 

J. Perceived school mastery goal is positive predictor of personal mastery goals and fee lings of 

belonging. 

2. Perceptions of performance approach goal In school is posi ti ve predictor of personal 

performance approach goa l. 

3. Perceptions of school performance avoidance goal are positi ve predictor of personal 

performance avoidance goal. 

4. Perceptions of positi ve teacher-student relati onships and peer relati onships are positive 

predictors of students' feeling of school belongingness . 
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5. Personal mastery goals and fee lings of school belongingness mediate positive effects of 

perceived school mastery goal on academic se lf-efficacy and positive school affects. 

6. Personal performance approach goal mediates positive effects of perceived school performance 

approach on feelings of academic self-consc iousness. 

7. Personal performance avoidance goal mediates positive effects of perce ived school 

performance avo idance goal on feelings of academic self-consciousness. 

8. Feelings of school belongingness mediate positive effects of perceived positive teacher-student 

relationships and peer relationships on academic self- efficacy and positive school affect. 

9. Students personal mastery goals and feelings of belongingness are positively related to 

students' academic achievement and this relation are mediated through students' feel ings of 

academic self-effi cacy and posi tive school affect respectively. 

10. Students' personal performance approach goals and personal performance avo idance 

ach ievement goals are negative ly related to thei r academic achievement with these re lations 

mediated through fee li ngs of academic self-consciousness. 

To test the above hypotheses the study was carri ed out on a sample size of 388 students. 

Students selected were those between the normative age of 13-15 (earl y ado lescence) while 

keeping male and female ratio roughly equal in both participating schools. 

In an effort to collect data on students' perceptions of school environment and other 

motivational constructs survey scales were employed. Improving the sca les to fi t them to the 

existing situation in Ethiopian contex t was a necessi ty. This was done through pilot study. 

The instrument has three parts: the fi rst one is scale for perceived school environment 

(both the goals and social relationship) the second is scales for the mediating process measures 

(personal goals and relatedness) and the third is the psychological outcomes. The instruments 
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used were all adopted from Patterns of Adaptive Learning Survey (Midgley, Maehar, Hicks. 

Urdan, Roeser, Anderman, Kaplan, 2000) , which was used with middle school studen ts. 

MUltiple regression analyses were employed to examine for the direct and indirect effects 

of each measures to the hypothesized direction. Pearson product moment correlation coefficient 

was also used to see for direct re lationshi ps among the variable measures. Furthermore. path 

model analyses were used to investigate the mediated effects of perceived school env ironment on 

psychological outcomes; and that of personal goals and relatedness on academic achievement. 

The resu lts of the study revealed that students' perceptions of school env ironments were 

related to their personal goa l adoption and affect in school. Perceiving school as emphasizing 

mastery of materials, effort and understanding predicted students' adoption of personal mastery 

goal s and feelings of relatedness in school whereas students perceptions of school as emphasizi ng 

social comparison, reward and evaluation focus was shown to predict students' adoption of 

personal performance (both the approach and the avo idance) goals. With regard to students 

perceptions of school relationship dimension both students perce ived posi ti ve teacher- studen t 

and positive peer relationship in school were found to be positive predictors of their feelings of 

belongingness in school. 

Regarding relationships between students' perceived schoo l environment and psychological 

adjustment, students ' personal achievement goals were shown to mediate the relationship between 

perceived school environment and psychological adj ustment. 

Students' personal mastery goals and belongingness mediated the relationship between 

students' perceived school mastery goal structure and their perceived academic se lf-efficacy and 

positive affect in schoo l. Feelings of belongingness mediated the relati onship between students' 

perceived positive peer relationship and positi ve teacher student relationship and thei r perceived 

academic se lf-efficacy and posi tive school affect. 
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Similarly, students' perceived school performance approach and performance avoidance 

goals were shown to be related to students' feelings of academ ic se lf-consc iousness via their 

personal performance approach and personal performance avoidance goals respecti ve ly. 

Students ' personal mastery goals and feelings of belongingness were significant pos itive 

predictors of students ' academic achievement (as described by students semester academic 

average score). Yet perceived academic sel f-efficacy and posit ive school affect, though 

significant positive predictors of achievement were not shown to mediate the relationship 

between students' personal mastery goals, feelings of belonging ness and academic achievement. 

Conversely, students' fee ling of self-consciousness was negatively related to achievement 

and was shown to mediate the negative effects of personal performance avoidance goals on 

achievement. Academic self-consciousness did not mediate the relationship between personal 

performance approach and achievement. 

Finally, it was found that both the cognitive and affective components of motivation have 

been very crucial in determining students ach ievement motivation in school setting and both 

components of motivation has to be interwoven to bring about desired achievement mot ives in 

students. 

From the above findings, it would be imperative to conclude that: 

Perceptions of the salience of specific goals in school goal structu res can orient students 

to adopt any of the three qualitatively different patterns of personal goals: mastery, approach and 

avoidance goals, which will, in turn predict students' psychological and academic adjustment and 

subsequent achievement. 

Learning goals, feelings about school social relations, affective reactions to success and 

fa ilure 111 school are linked to early adolescents' psychologica l and academic adjustment in 

school. 
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• Provide supportive stab le peer and teacher relationship and learning environment where 

by students can enjoy every event in school with out worrying about the winners and the 

losers. 

• Design academic and non-academic activities for students so that they could get the 

opportunity to know one another and develop a feeling of unity and shared purpose as 

school, which will in turn enable students to consider new or challenging ideas and 

mistakes as critical to intellectual growth. 

• Provide constructive learning which supports natural effort to learn and make sense of the 

world .To this effect schools have to provide coherent curriculum organized around 

important concepts; connect the curriculum to learners natural effort to know the world so 

that they weigh new information against what they already know, work through 

discrepancies and construct a new understanding. These in turn make the learners feel that 

the school is allay to their quest for competence and development; and teachers in such 

school are seen as supportive valued adults. 

• Rely on intrinsic motivation to produce students ' curiosity and interest in learning itself 

by focusing students' attention on the activities by implying that the task is inherently 

worthwhile. 

• Employ non-normative evaluation procedures, recognition of students' effort, choices of 

tasks based on students' interests, task engagement and provision of challenge can be 

suggested as school wide structures for fostering students ' adoption of adapti ve 

motivational patterns in school achievement. 

• It cannot be denied that recognizing and rewarding students' may have positive influence 

on their motivation under cel1ain circumstances. However, if more emphasis is put 
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performance reward , it may have a debilitating effect on students' perceptions that schools 

value and care for them and their sense of feeling success and belongingness at school. 

Therefore, effort s has to be put into th inking about how to promote adapti ve motivational 

orientation in to school , how to provide critical feedback to studen ts about what is wrong 

with their work and how to improve it without reflecting on their abi li ty. 

• Now that the results di splayed that both the cognitive and affective aspects of school 

enviromnent influence students' achievement motivation, any of the interventions 

suggested above to effect positive motivational orientation towards learning in school has 

to address both the cognitive and social motivational components. 

• Finally, it should be noted that there is also a need for school directors, teachers and 

immediate educational authorities to sit together and make ongoing dialogue to play their 

part regarding designing and implementing the above suggested ways (school practices) 

to promote mastery, effort, understanding and cha llenge in the learning environment for 

all students. 
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APPENDIX -A 

ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES, 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE 

TO BE RATED BY STUDENTS, 

Dear Students, 

The objective of these scales is to examine earl y adolescents' percept ions of school goals fo r 

learning, perceptions of school goals for learning perceived teacher-student & peer relationship , 

their personal goal adoption & feelings of belongingness & psychological outcomes (academic 

self efficacy, academic self consciousness & positive school affect). 

The results of the study will be used for educational purpose; the data will be kept confidential & 

do not harm the respondents & other related persons. There is our right or wrong answer. After 

reading each item please responds to it by putting 'X' marks. Since the success of the study rests 

on your honesty in rating the scale, you are kindly requested to respond accord ingly. 

There is no need of writing our name. 

Part one 

Instruction: Indicate you sex using 'X' marks on the space provided. 

Sex: Male Female ---- - --- -

Part two 

Instruction: The ratings are identified as: 

1. Very untrue of school/me 

2. Untrue of school/me 

3. Cannot decide 

4. True of school/me 

5. Very true of school/me 

Please respond to each items usi ng 'X' marks accordingly. 
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I In thi s school teachers bel ieve a ll students can learn . 

2 
In thi s Schoo l understanding the work is more important 

then getting the ri ght answer. 

3 In thi s schoo l. mistakes are okay as long as we are lea rning. 

4 
In this schoo l, teachers thin k how much yo u learn is more 

important than test scores or grades. 

5 
Teachers in this school want students to rea lly understand 

their work, not just memorize it. 

6 Try ing hard counts a lot in thi s schoo l. 

7 
In thi s schoo l, teachers treat students who get good grades 

better than other children. 

8 
In thi s schoo l, only a few students get praised for th eir 

schoo lwork. 
-

9 In thi s schoo l, teachers only care about the smart students. 

10 Th is schoo l has given up on some of its students. 

I I 
In th is schoo l, special pri vileges are given to students who 

get the hi ghest marks (res ults) . 

12 
In thi s school pass ing tests lexam with good score Imarks is 

va lued more. 

13 In th is school I fee l that it is difficult to get good marks in exam 

In thi s schoo l, I feel that ability is measured by passing 
14 

exam with little effort. 

15 
In thi s schoo l, teachers give spec ial attention only to smart 

students. 

16 
[n th is schoo l, only able students are encouraged to do better 

in their learni ng. 

17 In th is schoo l students' ideas are li stened to and va lued. 
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18 In this schoo l, teachers and students really tru st one another. 

19 In thi s school, teachers treat students with respect. 

20 In this schoo l, students feel [ike they be long. 

2[ Thi s sc hoo l rea lly cares about students as individual. 

22 [t is easy to get students in school to li ke me. 

23 I have a lot of friends in my schoo l. 

24 I do not feel left out of things at schoo l. 

25 There are children I can go to when I need he lp in schoo l. 

26 Students in this school [ike me 

27 Understanding the work in school is make illlpOltant to me than th e 

grade I get. 

28 [ [ike schoo lwork that [ wi ll [earn from eve n if [ make a lot of 

mistakes. 

29 The main reason I do my work in school is because I [ike to [ea rn . 

30 I [ike the schoo lwork the best when it rea lly makes me think. 

3 I I feel most successfu l in schoo l when I [earn somethi ng I didn't 

know before. 

32 I feel good if I am the only one who can answer the teacher's 

questions in c lass. 

33 I li ke to show my teachers I am smarte r than the other children. 

34 I worry about whethe r my teachers think [ am as smart as othe r 

st udents in my c lass. 

35 I would feel success ful in school if I did better than other stude nts in 

my classes 

36 I would [ike to show my parents that I am smarter than the other 

students in my classes. 

37 I worry about doing worse than other students in schoo l. 

38 The reason I do my work is so others won't think I am dumb. 

39 The reason I do my schoo lwork is so my teachers &class mats do 

not think I know les than others. 
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40 One reason I would not participate in school work is to avoid 

looking stupid. 

41 One of my main goals in learning is to avoid looking like I 

can't do my work. 

42 It is very important to me that I don't look stupid in 

schoolwork. 

43 An important reason [ do my schoolwork is so that I don't 

embarrass myself. 

44 I feel like I belong in this schoo l. 

45 I feel like I am successfu l in this school. 

46 I feel like I am smarter in this school. 

47 I feel like I am important. 

48 I am certain I can master the subjects taught in school thi s 

year. 

49 I can do even the hardest schoolwork if I try. 

50 If! have enough time, I can do a good job on all my 

schoolwork. 

51 I can do almost all the work in school if! don't give up. 

52 Even if the work is hard, I can [earn it. 

53 I am certain I can figure out how to do the most difficult 

schoolwork. 

54 I like being at school. 

55 Most of the time being in school puts me in good mood. 

56 [ am happier at school than when I am not at school. 

57 [ al11 afraid to make mistakes in front of others in school. 

58 I am nervous about performing in front of others or mak ing 

presentations. 

59 I am easi ly embarrassed in school. 

60 During testes I worry about how other students are worki ng in the 

school. 
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9 11/1.11 'j'9"IIC'r 11,'/' (I)'Il'r UOY"III.· ') Mm/ ·1· 0 '11.9'-!- M -

'W)· 1''''l..PIlII'')· (1'0'/.1:1;'.'/ '/") ' )" 

10 ,e ll ·1·Y"IIC',. (1.1' I' 'I' m(l 'I' '/''''11.9'1' -j'Y"IIC '/' 11:11];1'(1)' 

1').'o!."'l,eTA lluol~ -)' 1,C'7": ~,.~·C1 -l-;J; 'f 'P A 
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',(D-:: 
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15 ntlu 1'9"UC'" fl.1' (D.i1,!, MIl1' (n'{. " ·<;' '!'<;- (D·m.'/' 

tl°~ .. Poom·) "."'1(,9':)" til' HI'/''''' ,e,()"]tI:: 

16 IlIl1J 'r9"UCI' fl.'I· OJ'i1'r f"~aJ()',· ,~O'I('9':r M' 
n""9"UC;FfOJ' It'}.<\. ~,nll' ,en/.,1';!' tl ·:: 

17 IlIlu 'r9"UC'" fl.~' (D·i1'r f'",O~('9'.). VIJ'n 'P ;J ()'!"hll' 

,e"'uo"ltl: : 

18 IlIl!! 1'?" IlC1' fl. '~ OJ'i1,!, ao9"U(,· ')<;' "."'1 (,9' .). 

n""?"UC+ pl,. ~,e ItCiI nCiI ,e"''''Iuo<;'tl· (,ehlJntrll'):: 

19 ntl.i) 'r?"UC'" fl.". OJ·i1,!, uo?"u(,·'} 'r"'l('9'~·1'(D·') 

nnh'nC'~' ,P-,'C'l 'foptl (,e')hlJh'l ~:optl):: 

20 IllLU r9°I)Cr fl.'r OJ'i1,!, 1''''I(,9'i~ l"r9"/rk', ~,tjtl 

It '}.".If',· f',() "'I 'fop tI: : 

21 ,eu 1'9°UC'r n.'r V·tl·')9" "''''1(,9',). ni'tl" ;!' ,\1' n~ tI '!' 

nlth·tI J'J'tI:: 

22 Ill!.U HouC'r n.'}- J'tl· " ."'1 (, fiJi" i, '}.<\.OJ .... :~ "'I.".'/' '1 

-,,~tI i,'}.".lf'I ,e()O?>;'tI:: 

23 IlItu 'r9"UC'r fl.,I' OJ·i1'!' ,nil, "''''1(, 1.".'!'i~ i, '} ... tl· :~ 

,e()o'l>;' t.\:: 

24 IlItll 'r9"UC'r fl.'r OJ'i1'!' hl'l.tl"1' '1,"."".). I' "''1tl t.\ h· 

uoiltl" ~"e()"'1:~9°:: 

25 n'r9°IlC '/' fl.'r OJ'i1,!, tl-I'M~ '1 .... 1'''1- i,C"';!' 

n°'U'i1,{.t.\ 'I:~ ?It ·nll· l''''Io'lhtrTv· 1''''1(, '15'.1':)" M':~:: 

26 nll.u 'H"I)Cr n.'I' OJ'i1'!' rtl· "''''1(,9'.). f',OJ .... ';'t.\:: 

27 tllt '" '!'<;- OJ·m.'r h"'l'1";'r ,etl-,. '1'?"uC',,} n.o'n "'IOJ-" 

(uo/. ... ~.) f'ntlm m:)'°'l. ',m·:: 

28 /11' 9" U C 'I' '1.5'.r 9",}9" rut.\ flll'rr ,n()(r?" '!'<;- OO}·-"~· 

1''''I '11n~' hlf', ~'?"Uc,~'} uo"'lC rM.fI'~>;'t.\:: 

29 'r9"UC1' f'9"OOICn~' (PC;(I)' 9"h'}rr uo"'lC .".i1 iItl"'lN~ 

(fitlaoO},".(V.) ',O}':: 
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30 1,-),P'Il'O (I, 'W' UU?ffDC) y07 .. f.e.cn -) 'f'9"UC'f' fnflrn 

l,mY.'PI'I IJ·" 

31 ",.r.9" 1\./,\ I'O?II (/}"f'(/)' ') 'nc tl'f' "'I C /I. o? II i1m"f' m' 

(lllP,(V·) 0~'9"UC -t IINn,;I,07 (llh,;I''''I) 1, ').r. IJ"HI· {}nt711~ 

1,\ :: 

32 Oh<'::/,\ m'Il'!' oo9U IJt-,} YO?m,e4d',} '!' Y'~ I,'" M ' 
uouol'l ll 1'9"1'·1'1 hlY', .1:11:)' !.'>fl"'I"i/'\" 

33 Oh<'::/,\ m'll'!' ~" /j hhr,::/,\ 'I.e.~';r: M'?"uC-/' N'Ij/'\h' 

(~nll) 1, '}.e.IY,}h' l'Iuu9"U?.';';'; O?<'I(O'f' I,OJP'I'IIJ'" 

34 " '/,9" I, '} ,e. 'I.e. ~';'; ~Olf ODIf~.1 uu?"Ub-<;';,: Ym·,';-'· ,elY-) 

OJ!.'> /"e.e.M" I, Y/,\ h· 1,(,]:t ~ ,:I'I'IIJ'" 

35, hhr,::/,\ -,'O?t 'I.e. 7," ;'; uol]h/,\ Y-" i'il'l (hr,::" ,,;,) m'l/1,'l' <'I'/'~ 

on]?" 1l1]';r0? (m'm,;I' '''I) 1,,}~IY,}h' !.'>flO?"i/,\" 

36 hhr,::fl, -" O?t9")' ~\ ',. 01'?"IJC·t I' -H'i /,\ h' ODlf'I.'} 

1'I0,"'fln;f, O?<'Im'" l.1l ,eM/'\" 

37 0 -/' 9"UC1; hh<'::/,\ "'O?t '1.1:<';';'; lH" ' ';' OJ'm,'/' 1,'}P,II uonj 

I,Y/,\h' 1tr.1:t~.:I'I'IIJ· " 

38 OIl.U -/'?"UC1' 0,'/' OJ·Il'!' O-/'?"UC-/' -"<'IN: YO?e.C'/m· 

/1'9"07I.OJ·/ rh<'::/,\ 'I.e. ?,";I,,, oo?UU/'·"" hl\,l'1":1'· ,P', fl '-)'-1'1";1' 

I,'}P, I'I '~ I, ,}P'Y<'IO' ',(D-: : 

39 O'f'9"UC'f' FI,. 1'9"<'1 ,"&,m· 1\,1'1" .). (\'/ r,:: '/(D' 'nI'I(O' 

I, -)P,J'1l0·'~ "OJ'" 

40 n-/-9"Uc-/' fl.1' m-ll'l' n-/'9"UC'/' ,e.1]°7 uolY'" ') III'IO?<'Im," 

Ohr,::/,\ OJ' Il,!, '''<'I.J.e; M~C'79"" 
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42 01\,1'1'0.)- II'W' O·"?"UC·f· fl',r,:: uoll l'l" 1,l'Iuo;l' r-/- nn]9" .e.1l 

!.'>1'I'i'/,\" 

43 '/-9"UC·t'} Y9"O?CO'/' rpC;(l)' ?"h,}.1'-/' 01\,1'1'+ in.e.· M'P'/: 

uuf]/'\') 1'I"'lllan.e: '/Cu· : : 

44 nfl,ll '1-9"UC1- 0,'1' OJ'Il,!, Y-/-9"UC'/' n.'/: 1,111'1 1,'WIY'ih' 

,eflO?"i /,\" 

45 Ofl.1l -/'9"UC'/' fl. '/' m'Il'!' 1l00C OJ·I/1,;I ·O'1 ( ilt]';I' "'I) 

I, Te.1Y1h· ,MO?'i'/,\ 

46 ml.U '/' 9"UC1- fl. ·f' (/}·Il '!' on]?" M&Nl, fl(I)' 1, -) .e.1Y1h · '~ 

,e fl O?"i /,\" 

47 fIl l.U -"9"UC'1' fJ. .)- (ONI' mF''l. flm· 1,)glf·)/I·'\ f!.fl"'I\·t\" 

48 flItu -J-9"uc-)- fl.·I· (D,Il'l' Otl.u £}ol"1' 1' '''Lflm.-J-,) 

')'9"UC'I'i' 0.0'0 1,·WO?lP,'/:(D· (1,'}.e.9""'IC) I,C"lm'" ', '~" 
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49 m"}ht. (OC-r 't:) hM-V- "'n'701-'19" h'l.~ ' rY"IJC'/-

uut...~.J· (°701;") I, :"" t'I V- " 

50 n·t -711., ~t'I '~ (hHlrIl1'i) hn ,:·v- OV-t'l-9" ·/·Y"UC-y .. ,· ,\,{. 

O1·m.+ °Y9uffl'" Id'IIt'lV' " 

51 'r?"UC'" n.m',hC·01 (o.h·M.'I) -I'{)4. llft r.m·I:t.. (t' hM·v -

("(J'-!';' (D- 'I ')'Y"UC'" an{],: . .." (O'lfJ) ;" ) I, :'j'IIt'lV-" 

52 9UOJ?U I,"}':l "} '/-9"UC-" h'lg' nJf19U hM·V· At·Q01· 

(1\(D-4'01-) 1;·j'·IIt'lV-" 

53 M?' "1 Oil!?" h'l .~ rlJ' 'I"I-"} r -r9"UC'/- '1.e ', -H · 1')J.V r 

(TDLPr')- I,IP'I'\ 'O'~ nI,C"lm"i','r (,(D-,!I'I'\V-" 

54 O'/-?"UC'r 0, '/- OJ-{]'\' {]If '1 .~{] .e1'\'7A 

55 ("OI-I>;'(D") Vb '/' ?"UC1- 0,'/' (D.{],!' {JUlY'} '\'<- {]oy"" 

.enm7A:: 

56 h ' /'?"uC'/' 0, '/' (D.6LJ. h?" If' "} 0 'I' 1. 11, .eAr '/' ?"UC'r 0,'1' 

(D-{]'\' {]IJ'"} _1'.{]·,·7 1,1f";I'\V':: 

57 01'\,1'\"-/ ' "'OJM" ')- /.,'/' r-,·toll'l· rfll/:\I'l (fuilrn'-! ' O1.e9" 

<TOto to 'r Oil!?" $'(]/', ,:·7 A If{](,I~, "}" '7 A I : : 

58 hhr,::A 'W.?!· 'I; OJ.e9" 1'\,1'\ ... ). nfl")' I., '" ,r-OJ, 10l'!'~;1 

rro{]t·:r OJ.e9" vto'O ml~'t·O ,P{]&.t·7 A I ,PM~,"}" '7A/ :: 

59 O'r9"UC'r 0, '1' OJ·{],\, M"}TI ("'IIA) 'nc'·,· I, Gr.\, ', _4' 1'\ V': : 

60 01'/0,'1' I.." "i Oonl..·' ·"}O-/' 1. lb 1'\,1'\" -). -t-°Ytfl" )' hll~ 

\'-/'i'il'\ .p,!I{. .el f'"} -np.. /,(,I;),',,!I ' I'\V' :: 
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APPENDIX FOR RELIABILITY OF ITEM S 

Appendix-C 
Perceived mastery school Goal structure scale inte,"- items correlations 

Items 1 2 " 4 5 6 ~ 

1 -

2 .63 -
3 .57 .55 -
4 .66 .54 .42 " 

5 .35 .38 .39 .39 
6 .35 .37 .37 .47 .12 " 

Number of subjects=42 

AJpha=. 82 

Appendix -D 

Perceived performance approach school goal structure scale inte," item 
Correlations 

Items 1 2 " 4 5 ~ 

7 " 

8 .28 -
9 .49 .70 
10 .47 .54 .59 -
11 .40 .47 .64 .60 -

Number of subjects=42 

AJpha=. 84 
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Appendix-E 

Perceived performance Avoidance Goal structure Inter- item Correlations 

Items I 2 0 4 5 6 J 

12 -
13 .28 -
14 .53 .47 
15 .69 .48 .52 -

16 .12 .72 .39 .28 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.80 

Appendix-F 

Perceived teacher student relationship scale inter- items correlations 

Items I 2 3 4 5 
17 -
18 .60 -
19 .72 .66 -
20 .52 .55 .54 -
21 .49 .53 .62 .28 -

Number of subjects=42 

AJpha=.86 
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Appendix-G 

Perceived peer relationship scale Inter items correlations 

Items I 2 
, 

4 5 ~ 

22 -
23 .52 -
24 .68 .52 -
25 .37 AD .36 -
26 .36 .36 .43 .054 

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.78 

Appendix-H 

Personal mastery goals scale inter items correlations 

Items I 2 
, 

4 5 ~ 

27 -
2R .59 -
29 .57 .35 -
30 .69 .69 .39 -
31 .2 1 . IS .39 .29 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.78 
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Appendix-I 

Personal performance approach goal inert item correlations 

Items I 2 3 4 5 6 
32 -
" .52 -JJ 

34 .36 .43 -
35 .40 .36 .05 -
36 .48 .65 .59 .5 1 -
37 .52 .68 .38 .37 .55 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.84 

Appendix-J 

Personal performance avoidance goal scale inter item correlations 

Items I 2 
, 

4 5 6 J 

38 -
39 .53 -

40 .72 .42 -

41 .65 .43 .62 
42 .62 .40 .58 .59 -
43 .52 .04 .23 .36 .30 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.84 
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Appendix-K 

Feelings of school belongingness scale inter item correlations 

Items I 2 
, 

4 ~ 

44 -

45 .62 -
46 .47 .45 -
47 .71 .58 .27 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.82 

Appendix-L 

Academic Self efficacy beliefs scale inter item correlations 

Items 1 2 3 4 5 6 
48 -
49 .36 -
50 .42 .35 -
51 .33 .17 .05 -
52 .49 .52 .61 .23 -

53 .63 .6 1 .50 .25 .58 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.80 
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Appendix-M 

Feelings of Academic Self consciousness Scale inter item correlations 

Items 1 2 3 4 
54 -
55 .42 -
56 .46 .56 -
57 .49 .70 .63 -

Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.83 

Appendix-N 

Feelings of positive school affect scale inter item correlations 

Ir I'" .40 [2 I ] 
Number of subjects=42 

Alpha=.77 
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Appendix-O: Formula to calculate indirect effects (mediated effects) 

Mediation is a hypothesized causal chain in which one vari able affects the second 

variable that in turn affects a third variable. The intervening variable (z) is a mediator. It mediates 

the rel ationship between a predictor (x) and an outcome (y). Graph ica ll y mediation can be 

depicted in the following ways. 

z 

a b 

X ___________________ c~ _________________________ • Y 

To calculate the indirect effects of the independent variab le on the dependent variab le via 

the intervening variable Sobel Product coefficient approach was used. Accord ing to this approach 

to calculate, the mediated effects of independent variable on the dependent variable, two 

regression coefficients from two different models are required. 

I. Regress ion coeffic ients for X predicting z (path a) 

2. Partial regression effect for Z predicting Y were both the intervening variable and the 

independent variable are included in the equation while controlling for the mediator (path b) 

Then the indirect Effect is obtained by multiplying the two regression coefficients. 

i.e. indirect effect = ab 
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Appendix-P: Formula to calculate test of significance for mediated effects 

To test for significance of the indirect effect, a test of sign ificance for mediated 

effects, which was proposed by Sobel as cited in Mckinnon, 2003 was used. The test requ ires 

dividing the product of a and b coefficien ts (under appendix 0) by the square root of thei r 

variance and treating the ratio as a Z- test of larger than 1.96 in abso lute va lue to be signifi cant 

at the .05 level. 

z = ab 

Where, 

b2 S2a + a2S2b S2a S2b = variance of a and b coefficients (S2ab) 

b2 
= squared regression coefficient between mediator and outcome variable 

S2a = Variance of regression coefficient of mediator variable on predictor variable 

a2 = squared regression coefficient of mediator variable on predictor variable 

S2b = variance of regress ion coefficient of outcome variable on the mediator vari able. 
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